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0. Introduction. 

This paper is a continuation of our effort in understanding the geometry 
of the moduli space of stable vector bundles. For any polarized smooth 
projective surface (X, H) and any choice of (/, d) G Pic(-X') x HA(X, Z), there 
is a coarse moduli space 971(7, d)0 of rank two /x-stable (with respect to if) 
locally free sheaves £ of A2£ = I and C2(£) = d. This moduli space has been 
studied extensively recently. One important discovery is that the moduli 
space 301(7, d)0 exhibits remarkable properties at stable range. To cite a few, 
for arbitrary surface the moduli space QJl(7, c?)0 has the expected dimension, 
is smooth at general points and is irreducible, and for a large class of surfaces 
of general type 30^(7, d)0 are of general type, all true for d sufficiently large 
[Pr, GL, Li2, Do, Zh]. In this paper, we will investigate another aspect of this 
moduli space. Namely, the Betti numbers of 971(7, d)0. So far, there have 
been a lot of progress along this direction based on two different approaches: 
Algebro-geometric approach and gauge theoretic approach. The algebraic 
geometry approach is relatively new. In [ES,Ki,Yo], they studied in detail 
the Betti numbers of the moduli space of stable sheaves over P2 (for the rank 
two and higher rank cases). Beauville [Be] has a nice observation concerning 
some rational surfaces and Gottsche and Huybrechts [GH] have worked out 
the case for K3 surfaces. The gauge theory approach has been around for 
quite a while. To begin with, let (M, g) be a compact oriented Riemannian 
four-manifold and let P^ be a smooth SO(3) (or SU(2))-bundle over M whose 
associated vector bundle has rank 2, ci = 7 and C2 = d. Consider the pair 

(0.1) M{Pd) c B{Pdy, 

where i3(Pd)* is the space of gauge equivalent classes of irreducible connec- 
tions on Pd and Af(Pd) is the subspace of Anti-Self-Dual connections. By a 

1This research was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9307892 and Alfred 
P. Sloan research fellowship. 
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celebrated theorem of Donaldson, when M = X is an algebraic surface with 
a Kahler metric associated to the ample divisor H, 9Jt(J, d)0 is canonically 
isomorphic to ]\f(Pd)- The advantage of looking at the pair (0.1) is that 
iJ*(i?(Pd)*) is calculable, at least modulo torsions, in terms of the homo- 
topy type of X. Thus we will know iJ*(27l(/,d)0) if we know the induced 
homomorphism 

(0.2) tifii : Hitpii!, d)0, Z) —* fli(S(Pd)*, Z). 

In [AJ], Atiyah and Jones conjectured that for M = S4 and SU(2)-bundle 
Pd, there is a sequence of (explicit) integers {<#.} such that for d > %, (0.2) 
is an isomorphism for i < k. Later, Taubes' work [Ta] suggests that sim- 
ilar conjecture should hold for arbitrary 4-manifold with possibly different 
sequence {%}. This conjecture has been confirmed for S4, CP2 and K3 
surfaces, see [HB, HBM2, ES, GH, Ki, Til, Ti2, Yo]. 

In this paper, we will study H*(971(7, d)0) for arbitrary algebraic surface. 
Due to technical difficulties, we are unable to prove the generalized Atiyah- 
Jones conjecture for all Betti numbers. Instead, we will prove the following 
theorems that will determine the first two Betti numbers of the moduli space. 

Theorem 0.1. For any smooth projective surface (X,H) and any I G 
Pic{X), there is an integer N depending on (X,I,H) so that whenever 
d>N, then 

is an isomorphism for i <2, where Pd is the SO(3) (or SU(2))-bundle asso- 
ciated to the rank two complex vector bundle E with A2E = / and C2(E) = d. 

By calculating the first and second Betti numbers of #(Pd)*, we get 

Theorem 0.2. With the notation as in theorem 0.1, then there is an 
integer N depending on (X, 7, H) so that for d > N, dim Hi (9Jl(7, d)0) 
and dimH2(Vtt(I,d)0) are bi and &2 + 5&i(&i - 1) respectively, where bi = 
dimHiiX). 

In algebraic geometry, there is a moduli space 971(7, d) of i7-s'table rank 
two sheaves £ with det £ = 7 and C2(£) = d. 9Jt(7, d) is quasi-projective and 
contains 971(7, d)0 as a Zariski open subset. We calculate the first two Betti 
numbers of 9ft(7, d) as well. 
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Theorem 0.3. With the notation as in theorem 0.1, then there is an in- 
teger N depending on (X,/, if) so that for d > N, dimiTi(9Jl(/,d)) and 
dim H2 (9K(J, d)) are bi and 62 + !&i(&i — 1) + 1 respectively. 

There is a general principle [Mu] that explains why the Betti numbers of 
9Jt(J, d) take the form in theorem 0.3. For simplicity, let us assume 9Jt(J, d) 
is projective and admits a universal family, say 6 over X x 9Jt(J, d). Then 
£ is expected to contain all information of 9)T(/, d). For instance, the co- 
homology ring iif*(9Jl(J, d)) (with rational coefficient) should be generated 
by the Kunneth components of Ci(£). Put it differently, each Ci(£) defines 
homomorphisms 

fx[*] :H.(X) -*H2i-*(m(I,d)) 

via slant product. Then the Mumford principle states that iJ*(S!Jt(/, d)) 
is generated by the image of {rt}i>25 and that within range up to r(d) 
(r(d) —> 00 when d —> 00) their images obey no restraint other than the 
obvious commutativity law of the cohomology ring. In particular, if we 
look at iJ1(9JI(/,d)), then it should be generated (freely) by the images of 

^2 : Hs(X) -+ H1 (971(7, d)), which has dimension 61 by Poincare duality. 
For if2(9Jl(/, d)), it should be generated freely by the wedge product of 

H^mil.d)), the image of /$ : ffeW -► H2(m{I,d)) and the image of 

/4 : H±{X) —> fl"2(9Jt(/,d)). Together they span a linear space of total 
dimension 62 + 5&i(&i — 1) + 1. 

One motivation of the current work is to determine the Picard group 
of the moduli space 9Jl(/,d)0 and 9Jt(J,d)- As is known, Pic(9Jl(/,d)) is 
largely determined by dimifi(9Jl(/,d)) and dimH2(9ft(i",rf)). In [Li3], we 
have determined their Picard groups based on the information gained here. 

Now we explain the strategy in establishing these Theorems. In the 
following, we let i = 1 or 2. According to Taubes [Ta], for large d there are 
canonical homomorphisms T(d)j and f(d)i making the following diagram 
commutative: 2 

mim^d)0)    -^u   HipiPiY) 
(0.3) T(d)i f{d)i 

H^mfrd+if) ^^ HiipiPwY). 
2Taubes constructed a diagram using the space of based connections. His di- 

agram is identical to ours in case i < 2 because SO(3) and SU(2) are rational 
3-sphere. 
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(Here and in the remainder of this paper, all homologies are with rational 
coefficients unless otherwise is stated.) Further, f(d)i is an isomorphism, 
£(d)i is surjective for sufficiently large d and the composition of r(-)i,s 

r(d, d + k)i : Hi(m(I, d)0)-> #i(9Jt(J, d + kf) 

has the property that 

(0.4) ter{t(d)i} C ker{r(rf, d + k(d))i} 

for some k(d). Thus, if for large d the homomorphism r(d)i is surjective, 
T(d)i must be an isomorphism for sufficiently large d. Therefore by (0.4), 
£(d)i will be an isomorphism for sufficiently large d as well, thus establishing 
theorem (0.1). (Please see section 4 for more details.) 

The homomorphism 

(0.5) T(d)i : Hi (2R(J, d)0) —> Hi (501(7, d + 1)°),    i < 2 

can be defined easily in our context. Set 9Jt(J, d)^ C 971(7, d) be the open 
subset of /^-stable sheaves. We fix an x G X and let Sf 9Jl(7, d + 1)M C 
Sai(7,d+ 1)? be those ^ such that fvv/f ^ Q. ■5fSW(/,d+ 1)" is a P1- 
bundle over SDT(7, d)^ by sending £ to £vv. Let T^b be a general fiber. Then 
the inclusion Vb C 9Jl(7, d + 1)** and the bundle 5f 9Jt(7, d + l)* --> 971(7, d)0 

induce a commutative diagram 

(0.6)    o — ffi(Vb) -^ Hi(5f{m(/,d + iy) -^    HiCaR(/,d)0)    -> o 

11 r(rf);l 
o —ifi(Vb)^  ffitana.d + in   - ffi(iOT(/,d + i)0). 

Let i be 1 or 2. When d is sufficiently large, Hi(9Jl(I, d + 1)^) is a direct 
sum of the images of Hi(Vo) and 7/i(971(7, d!+1)°). Therefore, (0.6) induces 
a homomorphism Hi(971(7, d)0) —> 7^(971(7, dl+ 1)°) that is the mentioned 
homomorphism r(d)i. (See Lemma 4.2 for details.) 

Prom (0.6), r(d)i is surjective if r(d)i is surjective. In this papier, we will 
prove the surjectivity of r(d)i by establishing the following two theorems: 

Theorem 0.4.  With the notation as in theorem 0.1, then there is an in- 
teger N so that whenever d > N, then for % = 1,2, 

Hi(sm(i,d)) -^ Hi{<m(i,d)), 

is surjective, where «S97l(7, d) = 971(7, d) - 971(7, d)0. 
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Theorem 0.5, With the notation as in theorem 0.1, then there is an in- 
teger N so that whenever d > N, then for i = 1,2 and closed x G X, the 
image of 

Hi(Sm(I,d)) —► fli(aK(J,d)) 

is contained in the image of 

fli(5f9Jl(/ld)'4) —>ffi(5OT(/,ci)). 

Clearly, Theorem 0.4 and 0.5 together implies the surjectivity of r(d)i. 
The strategy to establish theorem 0.4 is to apply the Lefschetz hyperplane 
theorem to the moduli space. The classical Lefschetz hyperplane theorem 
states that for any smooth, projective variety Z of complex dimension n 
and any smooth very ample divisor Zi C Z, the pair (Z, Zi) has vanishing 
homology groups up to degree n — 1. Concerning our situation, the ideal 
pair to look at is (9JT(/, d),59K(/, d)). But Lefschetz hyperplane theorem 
does not apply directly to this pair because <S9Jt(J, d) is definitely not am- 
ple. Instead, we will first find an ample subvariety y of 9Jt(I, d) and apply 
the generalized Lefschetz hyperplane theorem to the pair (3Pt(/, d),y) to 
establish the surjectivity of 

(0.7)       Hi(y,s<m(i,d)ny) —> Hi(m(i,d),sm{i,d)),   % < 2. 

The set y has an explicit geometric description: let C £ \nH\ be a fixed 
smooth divisor for some n > 0. Then y C 9#(J, d) consists of those £ such 
that €\c is not semistable, including those where 8\c are not locally free. By 
work of [Lil], there is a morphism 

(0.8) ^c:9Jl(7,d)—>PM 

and a codimension 35(C)—2 linear subspace V C P^ such that ^1(y) = y. 
Hence we obtain the surjectivity of (0.7) by applying the stratified Morse 
theory developed in [GM] to &c and V CPN. 

The next step is to show that 

(0.9) Hi(y,sm(i,d)ny),   i<2 

is trivial. The tactic is to construct explicitly a homology between any class 
in (0.9) with the null class by exploiting the fact that restriction to C of 
sheaves in y are not semistable. Here is an outline: for any locally free 
sheaf £ G y, let C be the destabilizing quotient sheaf of £\c and let J7 be 
the elementary transformation of £ defined by the exact sequence 

0 —>^ —>£ —>C —► 0. 
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Then E can be reconstructed from T via 

0 —► S —> ^(C) -^ (9(7) ® C-1 —> 0. 

If we vary a and £, we get deformations of £ within y. In certain cases, we 
can deform £ to non-locally free sheaves this way. This method was used by 
O'Grady in showing that Ho(y,Sm(I,d)ny) = 0 [OG1]. In this paper, we 
will work out this construction in the relative case to prove the vanishing of 
(0.9). 

A large portion of the current work is devoted to study the singularities 
of various sets. This is necessary because generalized Lefschetz hyperplane 
theorem only apply to varieties with "mild" singularities. In principle, the 
current approach should work for all homology groups through a range that 
depends on the (local) topology of the singularities of y. For the moment, 
the author can only show that 3^ is locally irreducible away from <99Jtij(/, d). 
Nevertheless, the local irreducibility of y is sufficient to show the vanishing of 
(0.9) and thus establishing theorem 0.4. Theorem 0.5 is proved by carefully 
studying the inclusion <S9Jt(I, d) C 971(7, d). 

The layout of the paper is as follows: In §1, we will gather all relevant 
properties of the moduli space 971(7, d) of which we will need. These include 
discussion of singularities of algebraic sets. In §2, by studying deformation 
of sheaves over curves, we will show that the set y C 9Jl(7, d) is locally 
irreducible away from S9JIH(7, d). §3 is a refinement of [La, OG1] in which 
we will demonstrate how one can deform a family of locally free sheaves 
to non-locally free sheaves and thus deriving the vanishing of (0.9). The 
theorem 0.4 and 0.5 will be proved in §5. Most of the materials concerning 
singularity and Lefschetz hyperplane theorem are drawn from the book of 
Goresky and MacPherson [GM]. 

1. Preliminaries. 

In the first part of this section, we will gather results of 971(7, d) that are 
important to our study. Some of them have already appeared or known to 
the experts and others are improvements of the earlier results. We will give 
the reference to each result and provide proof if necessary. 

First, let us introduce the convention that will be used throughout this 
paper. In this paper, all schemes considered are of finite type and are over 
complex number field. All points of schemes are closed points. We will use 
Zariski topology throughout the paper unless otherwise mentioned. Thus a 
closed subset is a union of finite closed subvarieties. We will use algebraic 
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subset to mean finite union of locally closed subsets. By dimension of an 
algebraic set we mean complex dimension. We will only consider coherent 
sheaves in this paper and will not distinguish a vector bundle from the sheaf 
of its sections. In studying homology, we will use the notion of chains and 
cycles. An r-chain in Z is a closed real r-dimensional piecewise smooth sub- 
set with or without boundary and an r-cycle is an r-chain without boundary. 
We will use d£ to denote the boundary of a chain E. When c?E = 0, then 
we will use [£] to denote the corresponding homology class. 

Throughout this paper, we fix a smooth algebraic surface X and a line 
bundle / G Pic(JsC). Let B. be an ample divisor on X. We say a rank two 
sheaf E is if-stable (resp. if-semistable) if for any proper quotient sheaf 
E —» T, (i.e. it has non-trivial kernel) we have 

?X*(n) < u ^rX^H     (resP- ^) rank£ rank,F 

for sufficiently large n, where X£(n) = x(£®H®n) is the value of the Hilbert 
polynomial of £. Note that iJ-semistable sheaves are necessarily torsion free. 
Similarly, we say a torsion free sheaf E is iif-/x-stable (resp. if-/x-semistable ) 
if for any rank one torsion free quotient sheaf £ —> J7, we have /x(£) < ^(J7) 
(resp. <), where /x(£) = ra^kgci(£) • H. We define stable and ^-stable 
sheaves on curves similarly. We also need the notion of e-stable. For any 
constant e, a rank two sheaf £ is said to be e-stable if for any rank one torsion 
free quotient sheaf £ —* T, we have \i{£) < ^(T} + e. One notices that i?- 
/i-stable implies iJ-stable and .ff-semistable implies if-^-semistable. In case 
the choice of H is apparent from the context, we will simply call them stable 
or //-stable. We agree that by unstable we mean not semistable. According 
to [Gi], for any d € Z there is a moduli scheme i9#£f(/, 6) of rank two H- 
semistable sheaves £ with det£ = J and C2(£) = d (modulo equivalence 
relation). 97tjj(J, d) is projective. In the following, we will freely refer a 
semistable sheaf £ as a point in SDTtf (J, £). 

There are several open subsets of 9Jt//(J, d) that are relevant to our 
study. The first collection consists of open subset 971^(7, d) C 9Jt/j(/, d) of 
all il-stable sheaves (called the moduli of stable sheaves), 9Jt/f(/, d)^ C 
9Jtif(/,d) of all //-stable sheaves and 9)1^(7, d)0 C 9Jl/f(7,d) of all \L- 

stable locally free sheaves. In most cases, 9Jt#(7, d)0 is a Zariski dense 
open subset of Mif(7,d). We let SMtf(7,d)_= Mff(7,d) - 9Jt/j(7,d)0 

and <S2Jttf(7,d) = 2Jttf(J,d) -imtf(7,d)0. SWuil^d) contains (a priori) 
some points parameterizing locally free sheaves. For integer I > 1, we 
let SiVJlniljd) C <S9Kf/(7, d) be the set of non-locally free sheaves £ such 
that the length £(£vv/£) = /, where £vv is the double dual of £, and let 
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S?WtH(I>d) C SIVJIH(/,d) be the subset of those £ such that £vv/£ sup- 
ports on I distinct points. Note that SfSDti^Jjd) C 5/971^(7, d) is open. 

Usually, the algebraic subset 5971^(7, d) C 9##(J, d) is not Cartier 
(Cartier means that set-theoretically it is locally definable b3r one equa- 
tion) which makes the study of the topology difficult. However, in some 
cases they do. Namely, when H is (/, d)-generic. 

Definition 1.1. 1. An ample divisor H is called (7, cQ-generic if for any 
strictly 7/*-semistable sheaf £ with det£ = 7 and C2(£) < d, £ is S-equivalent 
to a direct sum (of rank one sheaves) Ci © £2 such that ci(>Ci) = ci(C2) 6 
H2{X,R). 
2. Let T/Q be any ample divisor. An ample divisor H is called (i7o,7,rf)- 
suitable if not only H is (d, 7)-generic but also has the properly that any 
TT-semistable sheaves £ with det£ = 7 and C2(£) < d are necessarily Ho-[J>- 
semistable. 

As was mentioned, the study of the topology of 971^(7, d) simplifies 
if <S9Jt#(7, d) C 971^(7, d) is Cartier. Thus we need to choose; H that is 
(d, 7)-generic. However, in proving the main theorems we need to work on 
971^(7, d) inductively on d. Although for fixed (7, d) there are plenty of 
(7, (i)-generic ample divisors, each polarization H will cease to be (7,d)- 
generic for large enough d, assuming dimJ71'1(X) > 1. Thus we need to 
adjust H constantly as d increases. To get by this, we will work with a set 
of polarizations simultaneously. 

To this end, some discussion on the selection of polarizations is in order. 
First, any two ample divisors Hi and H2 will give rise to (canonically) 
isomorphic moduli spaces 9tt#1 (7, d) and 9Jt#2(7,d) if CI(T7L) and Ci(H2) lie 
on the same (real) line in H2(X]R). Now let 

NSR = {Hl^{X, R) H H2(X, Q)) ®Q R, 

let NSJ be the ample cone and let NSQ and NSQ be the intersection with 
i72(X,Q) of the corresponding spaces. For any £ € NSQ, we define the 

moduli space 9Jtf (7, d) to be 9Jlif (7, d) for some ample H such that ci(i7) = 
n£ for some n. By abuse of notation, in the following we will use H € NSQ 

to mean H a Q-divisor with ci(H) G NSQ. Next, let HQ be any ample 

divisor and let C€ C NSQ be an er-ball in NSQ centered at HQ € NSQ, after 
fixing an Euclidean metric on NSQ. For sufficiently small e > 0, the closure 
cl(C£) of Ce in NSR is still contained in NS^. We call such Ce p>recompact 
neighborhood of HQ G NSQ and denoted by Ce € NSQ. 
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Lemma 1.2. Let HQ be an ample line bundle and let C (s NSX be a pre- 

compact neighborhood of HQ 6 NSQ. Then for any choice of (/,d), we can 
find an (HQ, I', d)-suitable Q-ample divisor H in C. 

Proof It follows from theorem 1 on page 398 of [Qi] and the Hodge index 
theorem. □ 

Prom now on, we fix an ii/o E NSQ and a precompact neighborhood 

C m NSj of HQ e NSJ. We will study moduli space fflt/KJ, d) with if 
an arbitrary Q-divisor in C and derive estimate that depend on the set 
C <s NSQ rather than individual H G C. We choose once and for all a 
smooth C € |noi?|, where no is a large even integer satisfying 

(1.1) nlH2 - no\Kx 'H\-noI'H> 10, 

and denote by g the genus of C in the remainder of this paper. 
Let H G C. Since usually the moduli space 9Jtij(J, d) is singular, it is 

convenient to work with a smooth subset of it: 

(1.2) Md = {£ e 2KH(/, d) | £ is /^-stable and H2(Snd0(£y)) = 0}. 

(For any sheaf £, we let £nd0(£) be the sheaf of traceless endomorphisms 
of £ and let Extl(£, £)0 be the trace-less part of Extl(£, £).) Ma is smooth. 
We let M% SMd and SiMd etc. be Md fl aJttfCM)0, Md n 5971^(7, d) 
and Md n SiDJlnil^d) etc. respectively. For any constant e < 0, we let 
9ttjj(I,(i)e C 9Jtij(i,d) be the set of all e-stable sheaves. We summarize 
some properties of these sets in the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.3.  There is an N depending on (X, J,C) so that whenever d > 
N, then for any H 6 C, 

(1) QftfK^jd) is normal, irreducible and has pure dimension Ad — I2 — 

3x(<9x); 

(2) 9K#(J, d) is a local complete intersection scheme; 

(3) Both Md and SiMd are smooth; 

(4) aJtjf^d)0 c MJJCM), arttf (/,<*) C 9njj(/,d) and M* C_SKjf(/,d) 
are dense. Furthermore, the codimension of the sets 971^(7, d) — 
9ttij(J)d)e and SJti^i", d) — .Md in 971^(7, d) are a^ Zeast 10#; ty/iere 
e = -2n§if2; 
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(5) Sf^Jlnil, d)   has   dimension  dim9Jtff(J, d) — I   and   is   dense   in 
SmH(I,d)forl<10; 

(6) There are B C fHlH(I,d) and BQ C SPTif0(/, d), each has codimension 
at least — 3x(<92c) + 2<7 + 14, such that 

mH(i,d)-B^mHo(i,d)-Bo, 

where each consists of sheaves that are both H and HQ stable sheaves. 

Proof. (1) and (2) were proved in [GL, Li2].  (3) follows from [At] and (4) 
and (5) can be found in [Do, Pr, Lil, Qi, Zu]. (6) is proved in [Qi]. □ 

We now introduce some subsets of 9JIH (/, d) associated to C. Let 2C C 
X be the obvious non-reduced subscheme supported on C. We define 
(1.3) Af = {£ e mH(I,d) | Ext^(^v,5v(-2C))0 ? 0}, 

(1.4) A^ = {£ e artuCJ,d) I £\c is locally free and Ext0(^2C, fyc)0 >4g + 
12} and 
(1.5) A£ = {F e aRjf(I,d) I ^2(7 = fyc}, where f is a sheaf (on X) 
locally free along C. 

It is clear that Af is closed and the others are locally closed in VJtnilj d). 
Following [GL lemma 6.6], A^ is a subscheme of 9Jti/(J, d). 3 Let J7 G A^. 
The Zariski tangent space of A^ at J7 is isomorphic to the kernel of the 
restriction homomorphism Ext^.?7, J7)0 —» Ext^^^c? ^^c)0- 

Lemma 1.4. Let E be any locally free sheaf on 2C.  Then away from Af 
the subscheme A^ is smooth and it meets SiVJlnil^d) transversally. 

Proof. This follows from a standard deformation argument.  We omit the 
details here. □ 

Next we estimate the codimension of the sets Af and Af. 

Lemma 1.5.  There is an integer N depending on (X, /, C) such that when- 
ever d>N and H € C, then codim(Af, 271^(7, d)) > 3g + 3 and 

codim(Af, mH(I, d)) > -3x(02c) + 3<7 + 14. 

3By this we mean A^ is an open subset of a closed subscheme of Win (7, d). 
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Proof. The proof given by [Do, Pr, Zu] can be adopted to cover the estimate 
of codim(Af r9Jtij(J, d)). Now we show that by choosing JV large, 

codim(A^, 2%(I, d)) > 3g + 3. 

Let £ G A^ be any sheaf. Then since C2 > 0, 

dimExt0(£|2C,£|2C)0 < 2dimExt0(£|C,£|C)0. 

Thus A2 is contained in the set A7 of £ G QJlfK/, d) such that £\c is locally 
free and Ext0(£|£,£|(7)0 >2g + 6. Thus it suffices to show that codim(A/) > 
33 + 3. Let £ € A'. Since dim End {£ \Cf > 2g + 6, £ |C is unstable. Let £1 
be the destabilizing subsheaf of £\c and £2 = £\c/£i- Then since 

dim End (£|C)0 < 2 + h0(C% ®C1)<2 + deg(£^ ® £1), 

deg£i > deg£2 + 2p + 4, and then £\C ^ £ie£2. Since £i(8)£2 = Oc(I\c), 
the set {£\p \ £ G A'} is isomorphic to a subset of Pic(C). Next, for stable 
£ G A' — Af, the tangent space of the set {£' G A' | £lc = £\c} at £ is the 

kernel of Ext^(£, £)0 —► Ext^^cr, £|c)0 which has dimension no more than 

dimExt^(£,£)0 - d!Mi¥>y±lc(£\c,£\cf < dim9Jtjf(/,d) - (bg + 3), 

using the Riemann-Roch and dimExt^(£|c,£|c)0 > 2^ + 6. Hence 

codin^A' - Af) > (5g + 3) - dimPic(C) > 40 + 3. 

Finally, since codim(Af) > 3^ + 3, we have codim(A2') > 3g + 3 as desired. 
This proves the lemma. □ 

In studying 9Jlif(/,<i), we often need to use the local tautological fam- 
ily. Let w G 9ft//(I, d) be any closed point. A local tautological family of 
9Jl//(/, d) at w is an analytic (or etale) neighborhood tp : U —> 2Jl//(/, d) 
of w and a family of sheaves £u on X x (7 flat over f7 such that for any 
u G 17, the restriction sheaf ££/|xx{u} is represented by the ^(IA) G 9ftz/(I, d). 
By expressing 9Jl//(/, d) as G.I.T. quotient of the Grothendieck's quotient 
scheme and applying the etale slicing theorem, we have 

Lemma 1.6. Any point w G 9Jl/f(/, d) admits a local tautological family. 

Now we discuss how to construct the morphism (0.8). We fix an iV 
given by lemma 1.3.   For any d > iV, let H G C be (#0,1, d)-suitable. 
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In [Lil], the author constructed a line bundle Lc over Win(1,(1) and the 
associated morphism ]Pc - ^H(I, d) —> PR. The fiber of <I>c containing an 
J7 G WIH(I, d) is described by the set S^), which is 

(1.6)    |5 E mH(I, d) |   ^vv/^) g, e((S™/S)x) for each x € X } ' 

We summarize the property of this morphism as follows: 

Lemma 1.7. Let N be given in lemma 1.3 and let d > N, H G C be 
(HQ, 7, d)-suitable. Then there is a line bundle Cc on 9JIH(I, d) of which the 
following holds: 

(1) For some large m > 0, H0
(VJIH(II d), £§m) is base point free. We now 

let )Pc:9ftH(I)d) —> P^ be the induced morphism; 

(2) For any £ G SDtif(/,.d), JP^OM5)) n9Jl/j(/,d) i5 identical to S(S); 

(3) T/iere is a codimension 3g — 2 linear subspace V C P^ snc/i i/iai 
lP(^

1(Vr) i5 exactly the set 

cl(y) = {£ £ Tlnil^d) \£\c ^ either non-locally free or unstable}. 

Proof. Following [Lil], away from the set W C 9Jlif(7,d), where W consists 
of strictly i7-semistable but Ho-ii-xmstable sheaves, one can construct a line 
bundle Cc satisfying (1) and (2). Namely, H*(mH(I,d) - W,£§m) is base 
point free. (See Proposition 1.7 and 2.5 in [Lil] for the proof of (1) and 
Theorem 4 in [Lil] for the proof of (2).) Since H is (ffo,/, cQ-suitable, W^ 
is empty. This proves (1) and (2). Now we prove (3). Let 971(C) be the 
moduli space of semistable vector bundles over C of determinant I\c and 
let p:SDTff (7, d) ► 9Jt(C) be the rational map sending £ to £\c when it 
is semistable. Then there is an ample line bundle Lc on 97t(C) such that 
p*{Lc) = Cc over_where p is defined. Further, for any s G H0(WC(C), Lgm), 
p*(s) extends to VJIH (7, d) and the vanishing locus of this extensiion consists 
of all £ that satisfy one of the following conditions: (1) £\c is non-locally 
free; (2) £\C is locally free but unstable or (3) £\c lies in 5~1(0). (See [Lil, 
Proposition 2.5] or the proof of [Li2, Lemma 4.12] for proofs.) Thus, if we 
choose 3g — 2 sections of L®m with no common vanishing locus, then the 
extensions of their pull backs on DJIH (7, d) will define a codimension 3^ — 2 
linear subspace V C P^ that has the desired property. □ 
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Note that in the proof, we only used the fact that all sheaves in 9JIH (/, d) 
are Ho-fi-semistable. The extra requirement that H be (7, d)-generic will be 
useful later because of the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.8. Let N be as before and let d > iV, H G C be (I, d) -generic. 
Then the subset SWlnil^d) C 9#tf(J, d) is Cartier. 

Proof. This lemma is proved in [Li3, Lemma 2.7]. Note that when d is large 
and H is (/, cQ-generic, any semistable but not /i-stable sheaf is non-locally 
free. □ 

A recent result of O'Grady shows that there are no complete subsets of 
9Jtff(J, d)0 of small codimension. As an application, we have the following 
existence Lemma: 

Lemma 1.9. Let C C X be as before and H G C be any polarization. As- 
sume Vo is a rank 2 locally free sheaf on 2C such that dimHom2c(Vo, Vo) < 
Ag + 12. Then there is an N such that whenever d > N, SIWIH (I, d) inter- 
sects each irreducible component of Ay — A-p; assuming it is non-empty. 

Proof. We first prove the lemma in case H = HQ- We let AyQ(Ho,d) be 
the subset Ayo C ^JlHo(I^d) defined in (1.5) and let R be an irreducible 
component of Ayo (iJo? d) — Af. Note that the codimension of R at a general 
£ G R is at most 

dimExt£c(Vo, Vo)0 = -3x(02c) + ±9 + 12. 

By the main theorem proved in [OG2], for large d the closure cl(R) of 
R in 9Jlif0(7, d) intersects «S5Pfl//0(/, d). However, since the dimension of 
9JIHO{I)d) — 9JlHo(I)d) is much less than the dimension of R for large d 
by Lemma 1.3, cl(R) intersects S2JlH0(I,d). It remains to show that R fl 
<Si9Kij0(/, d) 7^ 0. Indeed, by combining the deformation argument in the 
proof of Theorem 6.2 of [GL] and the estimate of codim(Af), we know that 
cl(R) — R can not be a codimension one subset of cl(R). Therefore, R fl 
<S9Hif0(J, d) / 0 because <S9Jli^0(I, d) is a divisor. By the same deformation 
argument again, one concludes that R contains sheaves £ G SVJIHQ {I, d) that 
has length 1{Syy/£) = 1. This shows that R fl <Si9Jttf0(J, d) + 0. 

Now we prove the Lemma for arbitrary PL G C. By (6) of Lemma 1.3, 
there are B1 C A^o(d, E) and JB^ C A$ (d, HQ) such that 

A£0(d,F)-£'-A£0(d,tfo)-i^ 
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and that the codimension of B' in Ay0(d, if) and that of 3$ in A^ (d, JEZb) 
are at least 2. Therefore since A£0(d,.ffo) n 5i9K/f0(/, d) is non-empty and 
is a divisor of Ayo(d, #0), 

(A£0(d, iJo) - s^) n smHo{i, d) 10. 

This shows that A^Q{d,H) n «Si97t#(J,d) is non-empty. This proves the 
Lemma. D 

We close this part of discussion with a lemma concerning the normal 
bundle of SiSRif (J, d) C mH{I, d). 

Lemma 1.10. Let T G SxM^ be any sheaf and let S^) C SiMd be 
defined in (1.6). Then there is a normal slice U of SiMd C Md along 
5(^r) such that U — S^) has trivial first and second homology groups (with 
rational coefficients). 

Here by a normal slice of <Si Aid C Md we mean an analytic submanifold 
U that intersect SiMd transversally along <S(^r). 

Proof Let S = S'(j?r). Clearly, S = P1 since £ e S are constructed as 
kernels of JrVV —» (9X) where x = supp(^rVV/^::). Prom Lemma 1.7, we 
know that the morphism Sfc contracts iSiA^d to X x A^^-i whose fibers 
are exactly S(£) for £ G iSiA^^- Therefore, if we choose a smooth analytic 
surface N containing $(= S^) for some ^ E iSiA^d) that meets tSiA^ 
transversally along iS C (SiA^d, then the restriction of \Pc to N contracts 
S C N. Therefore, the normal bundle of S C N is Os(—/), the line bundle 
of degree —Z < 0, and a tubular neighborhood U of 5 C iV, which is a 
normal slice of SiMd C Md along 5, satisfies JTi(C/ — S) = H2(U — S) = 0. 
This proves the lemma. □ 

Remark 1.11. A straightforward calculation shows that S C N is indeed 
a (—2)-curve. Since we do not need this information in this paper, we will 
leave its proof to the readers. 

In the remainder of this section, we will consider issues concerning ho- 
mology of singular spaces. One type of technical results that we need in the 
future says that for certain closed subset A C 9Jlif(J, d), 

Hi ptf (J, d) - A, 5SWfr(/, d) - A) — Hi (MM(/, d), 5SWff (J, d)) 

is an isomorphism. This type of results are certainly known to the experts. 
Due to the lack of reference, we shall provide proofs of them. 
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Lemma 1.12. Let Z C Pn+r be any irreducible quasi-projective variety 
of pure dimension n and A, V C Z two closed algebraic subsets (V may be 
empty). 

(1) Assume V is Cartier, A C Z has codimension at least k and Z — V is 
locally defined by at most r + I equations, then 

HiiZ - A,V - A)—> HiiZ^V) 

is an isomorphism for i < (k — l) — l and is surjective for i = (fc—I) — 1. 

(2) Assume Z C Pn+r is locally defined by at most r + I equations and 
T C Z is the locus where Z is not locally irreducible.   Then dimT > 
71-1-2. 

Proof. Let S be a Whitney stratification of Z by algebraic subsets so that 
V and A are union of strata. Let Si,-— ^Sh be strata of A with non- 
decreasing dimensions and let A* = Uj<iSj. Then the lemma follows if the 
homomorphism 

Hi(Z - A,, V - Aj) —> Hi(Z - Aj-u V - A^i) 

has the stated property for all j. Because of this observation, we only need 
to prove the lemma under the assumption that A is already a stratum in S. 
Since A C Z is a stratum and A C Z is closed, there is a compact (in the 
ordinary topology) AQ C A such that ((Z - A) U AQ, (V - A) U AQ) has the 
same homology group as (Z, V). Hence it suffices to show that 

HiiZ - A,y - A) —> Hi((Z - A) U Ao, (V - A) U AQ) 

has the desired property. Let po E AQ and let iVp0 be a normal slice of A C Z 
at po- We claim that the pair 

(1.7) {dB£(po) n Npo, dB£(po) n iVP0 n v) 

is homologically (k — l — 2)-connected for 0 < e -C 1. Indeed, the case when 
po G V follows directly from theorem 2 and the remark preceding it on page 
156 of [GM]. When po 0 V, we let (po^NPo) c (0,CH) be an embedding 
and let /ii, • • • , ht, t = R — dim Np0 + r, be the defining equations of iVp0. 
Then the claim follows from applying the same theorem in [GM] to map 
7T:C

R
 -» CR+\ ir(z) = (z, h.(z)), and the linear subspace CR x {0} C CR+t. 
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Now it is easy to prove (1) of the Lemma. By Thorn's first isotopy 
lemma [GM], we can find a set U C (Z — A) U AQ containing AQ with a 
projection TT : U —> AQ such that the restriction of TT to AQ is identity and 
that TT : U —» AQ is an JVp0 bundle over AQ. (i.e. U is a union of normal slices 
of A C Z at p G AQ, each homeomorphic to NpQ.) Because (1.7) is (k — l — 2)- 
connected, (U — AQ, (C/ —Ao)ny) is (fc — I — 2)-connected as well. Finally, we 
apply the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to pairs (Z — A, V — A) and ([/, U DV). 
Because (£/, UDV) has trivial homology groups and (U — AQ, (E/" —Ao)nV) is 
(k — l — 2)-connected, (1.6) is an isomorphism for i < k — I — 1 and surjective 
for i = A; — / — 1. This proves the first part of the Lemma. 

For the second part, we let p G T be a general point and JVp be a normal 
slice of T C Z at p. Since T is the locus of points where Z is not locally 
irreducible and p G T general, dBe{p) n iVp is not connected for 0 < e <C 1. 
However by the proof of (1), Ho(dBe(p)nNp) = Q if codim(T, Z) -1-2 > 0. 
Thus we have codim(T, Z) < I + 2. This proves the Lemma. □ 

For T C Z that does not have the property of the previous Lemma, we 
still can choose representative of any homological class that intersects T in 
the "least" possible way. 

Lemma 1.13. Assume A, V C Z as in the previous Lemma. Assume 
dim A < n — 1, dim A n V < n — 2 and V c Z is Cartier, then for i = 1 
or 2, any class in Hi(Z, V) can be represented by a cycle E such that E fl A 
has real dimension at most i — 1 and E fl A fl V has real dimension at most 
i — 2. If Z — V is locally irreducible near A; then we can choose E so that 
E n A and E fl A fl V have real dimension at most i — 2. Furthermore, if 
dim A fl V < n — 3 and Z — V is locally irreducible, then we can choose E 
such that E fl A fl V has real dimension at most 2 — 3. 

Proof. We prove the case where i = 2, V = 0 and Z is locally irreducible. 
The other case is similar. Note that the only case we need in this paper is 
when i = 1 and 2. Let S be a Whitney stratification of Z by subvarieties such 
that A is a union of strata. Let Si, • • • , Sr be strata in A of non-decreasing 
dimension. We pick a 2-cycle E representing a class in H2(Z). We say E 
meets A generically near A C A if there is an analytic neighborhood OA of 
the closure A of A C Z such that En An OA is discrete. We claim that if E 
meets A generically near Si U • • • U Sr, then we can find a new representative 
E so that E meets A generically near Si U • • • U Sr+i. Note that then by 
induction on r, we get a desired cycle E7 that intersects A at discrete points. 
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We now prove the claim. Let S = Sr+i. Without loss of generality we can 
assume S PI S is a piecewise smooth subset. Let W = S fl 5. Since the 
closure of S is contained in the union of Si, • • • , 5r, W is compact. Thus 
we can find a compact neighborhood N of W such that AT is a fiber bundle 
over Wo> W C Wo C S, with projection TT: iV —> Wo, such that whose fibers 
are homeomorphic to iVp fl Be(p), where Np is a normal slice of S C Z at 
p € S and 0 < e <C 1. Since Z is locally irreducible along 5, diT~l(pt) is 
non-empty and connected. Hence by a standard obstruction argument, we 
can find a cycle S such that Y\Z — ^ = Y\Z — 0

N and E fl S is discrete, 
where ^ is the interior of N. Not only that, by perturbing E in a small 
neighborhood V of EflS we can assume Enl7nA = En5. Thus E meets 
5i, • • • , 5r+i generically. This proves the claim and then the first part of 
the Lemma. The furthermore part can be proved using the argument after 
(1.7) and that of [GM]. □ 

Lemma 1.14. Let S G S be any stratum and let q G S C Z be any point 
Then ifYiCZisa closed cycle contained in VJizASi, where A is a subset of 
S, and E fl S is discrete, then we can find a new representative E7 C Z of 
[E] G Hi(Z) such that E' C {UJZASJ - S) U {q}. 

Proof Let U be a cone neighborhood of q G Z that respects the stratification 
S. Let p G E fl S. We choose a differentiable path p: [0,1] —► S connecting 
p with a pi G U and let iV[o,i] be a continuous family of normal slices of 
S C Z along p([0,1]). By shrinking iV^i] if necessary, we can assume -/V[o,i] 
is homeomorphic to Np x [0,1], say by ^ : Np x [0,1] —► JV^ij. Next, by 
perturbing E near p, we can assume E fl B£(p) C Np for 0 < £ <C 1. We 
fix a sufficiently small s > 0 so that #((j3£(p) n.JVp) x {1}) C U. Now let 
Ai = E - Be(p), A2 = #0? x [0,1]), where T = d(E fl J?e(p)) and As is the 
cone over ^(r x {1}) in U. Then E' = Ai U A2 U A3 is a representative of 
[E] with #(E/ n S) < #(5). By performing the above perturbation at each 
p G E fl 5, we will get a desired representative of [E] G H*(Z). □ 

2. Unstable sheaves over curves. 

The goal of this section is to investigate the local irreducibility of the 
space of /^-unstable sheaves over a smooth curve. This will be needed in 
studying the singularity of the set y C 9JIH{I, d) mentioned in the intro- 
duction. 
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We first fix the convention we will use throughout this section. Let C 
be a smooth curve of genus g > 3 and £ a rank 2 //-unstable sheaf on C. 
Since we will be interested in sheaves with torsions, we will getneralize the 
notion of //-stability to arbitrary sheaves. A sheaf J7 of rankJr > 0 on C 
is //-stable (resp. //-semistable) if for any locally free quotient sheaf J7 —> £ 
with rank£ < rank^7, we have //(^r) < //(£) (resp. <). Note that there are 
sheaves with torsions that are //-stable. As usual, //-stable and //-semistable 
are open conditions. Let (^4, j^;0,f) be a versal deformation space of £ 
of fixed determinant of even degree. (We will recall the definition of versal 
deformation space in Definition 2.3.) Here, A is a scheme containing 0 and 
FA a sheaf on C x A restricting to £ along C x {0}. We define 

(2.1) AQ = {w G A | j^ is //-unstable}. 

AQ is closed in A. Since £ is //-unstable, 0 € AQ. AS usual, we say a variety 
Z is locally irreducible at z G Z if for 0 < s <C 1 the smooth locus of the 
^-neighborhood B£(z) D Z is connected. In this section, we shall prove the 
following technical results concerning AQ C A. 

Proposition 2.1. With the notation as above, then the subvariety AQ C A 
has pure complex codimension g + 1 at 0 G AQ. 

Proposition 2.2. Assume £ is locally free, then the subvariety AQ is locally 
irreducible at 0 £ AQ. 

We first recall the notion of algebraic versal deformation space of £. 

Definition 2.3. Let Z be a projective scheme and let £ be a rank two 
sheaf over Z with det £ = M. An algebraic versal deformation space of £ 
(resp. of fixed determinant) is a collection (A, JvijO,^), where 0 G A is a 
quasi-projective scheme and FA is an algebraic family of sheaves on Z x A 
flat over A (resp. with det FA — P*zM, pz >Z x A —► Z) such that 

(1) the restriction of FA to Z x {0}, say FQ, is isomorphic to 5, and that 
the Kodaira-Spencer map TQA —► Ext1(FQ1 FQ)

0
 induced by the family 

FA is an isomorphism; 

(2) For any pair of affine varieties SQ C S coupled with a sheaf £s on 
Z x S flat over S such that SQ C S is closed, det £5 =: p|M and 
£s\ZxSo — Qz£\ZxSoi where g^ : Z x Sb —► ^> there is an analytic 
neighborhood U of SQ C 5 and an analytic map 77: ([/, SQ) —► (A, 0) 
so that the restriction of £3 to Z x U is isomorphic to (1^ x rj)*FAi 
extending the given isomorphism FQ = £ and £s|zxSo ~ ^^' 
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The situation in which we need the versal deformation space is either 
when Z — C, or when Z — 2C and £ is locally free (2C is a subscheme 
of X, where C C X is a smooth curve in |nofl"|). The existence of ver- 
sal deformation spaces in these settings is known for long time (see [Ar]). 
Here we outline the proof for Z = C since we need some properties of this 
deformation space that can not be found in literatures. 

We now sketch the construction of versal deformation space of £ of fixed 
determinant on C. By choosing a sufficiently ample line bundle H on C, 
we can express £ as a quotient sheaf of % = ®

N
O(H~1) with N = h0(£ ® 

O(H)). Let 0 (resp Ho) be the Grothendieck's Quot-scheme parameterizing 
all rank 2 quotient sheaves T of TZ (resp. with detf = M). We fix a point 
0 G 0 so that !Fo — £ and the associated quotient sheaf TZ -^-> J-'o induces 
isomorphism C^ = i?0^ ® 0{H))- Because C is a smooth curve and H 
is sufficiently ample, H is smooth at 0 [Ma, p594]. Further, the morphism 
£} —> Pic(C) that sends IZ—^Tto detJ7 is a submersion. Hence Ho, which 
is the preimage scheme of M £ Pic(C), is smooth as well. Also, the tangent 
space of Ho at 0 belongs to the exact sequence 

(2.1)    0 -> HomOFo^o) -> Rom(K,Fo)-^ToQo -* Ext1^,^)0 -► 0. 

Now we let A C Ho be an affine smooth subvariety containing 0 so that the 
induced homomorphism 

ToA -> ToHo —► ExtH^o, J^b)0 

is an isomorphism. Let FA be the restriction to C x A of the universal 
quotient family. Then the data (A, FA] O.FQ) satisfies 1) of the definition 
2.3. 

Now, we show that they also satisfy 2) of the definition 2.3. Let So C 
S and £s be given in (2). Since £s\zxSo ^ isomorphic to the pull-back 
of Fo(= £)j we can express £s\zxSo as the quotient sheaf of q^TZ using 
TZ-^+FQ. Since H is sufficiently ample, that So is affine and closed in 
S, we can extend q^TZ —► £s|zxSo ^0 a neighborhood of SQ C S. Then by 
shrinking S if necessary (still containing 5o), there is a morphism g: S —> Ho 
with g{S§) = 0 so that £$ is isomorphic to the pullback of the universal 
quotient family. Next we will find an analytic neighborhood 17 of 0 G Ho 
and an analytic map 7r+ : 17 —* A so that 7r+ o g is the desired map r\. Note 
that Ho is a G-scheme with G = GL(N,C) = Hom^ft). Let Go be the 
stabilizer of 0 G Ho and let N be a normal slice of Go C G at 1 G Go- 
Then the orbit N • 0 is smooth at 0 and its tangent space at 0 is the image 
j(Hom(7£, ^b)) C TQHO.   Thus N • 0 and A meets transversally at 0.   In 
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particular, there is an analytic neighborhood VL of 1 G N and an analytic 
neighborhood V+ of 0 G A so that V_ x V+ —> Oo, (^-,^4.) HH t/- • u+1 is 
one-to-one. Let W be the image of V- x V+ —* QQ and let 

(2.2) 7r± : U —> V± 

be the induced projections. Then for any analytic variety B and any analytic 
map £: B —> U C Ho, €(z) = TT- o £(z) • (71+ o £(2)). Hence the sheaf £# 
in the pullback quotient family hs : Pc^ "^ ^B via 1c x ^ and the sheaf 
S'B in the pullback quotient family hf

B : pJ'T^ —* £'B via 1^ x (7r+ o ^) are 
isomorphic (analytically). Back to g : S —> Ho? we let [/" = g~l(JA) and 
77 = TT.}- o 5: U —► A. The previous reasoning shows that (77, U) satisfying (2) 
of the Definition. 

Remark 2.4. For w G V+ C A, because T^Oo —^ Ext1^^, jr^)0 is sur- 
jective and T^Vl • K;) -^ Ext1^,^)0 is trivial, T^A -* Ext1^,^)0 

must be surjective. 

We now prove a technical lemma concerning components of germ of 
0 G AQ. In the following, for any point w in an algebraic set W, we will use 
germ(W, w) to denote the s-ball Be(w) of w G W, where 0 < e ^C 1, under 
some Riemannian metric. 

Lemma 2.5. Lei £5, where SQ G 5 is a smooth curve, be a family of fi- 
unstable sheaves satisfying £So = £. Then if so G U C S and 771 and 172 are 
two analytic maps from (E7,so) to (-4,0) piven fry (2) of the definition 2.3 
based on the family £3, then the images 7/i(germ({7, SQ)) a^d 7/2(germ(5, so)) 
are contained in the same irreducible component o/germ(Ao,0). 

Proof We continue to use the notation developed in the argument after 
Definition 2.3. Let £u = £s\CxU' Since A C £}o> the map rji: U — ► A is given 
by quotient sheaf homomorphism /$ '.p^TZ —> £{7, which is determined by 
the induced isomorphism fi:®NOcxU -^Pu*{£u ®PcO(H)) (at least near 
0 G Ho)- Let g = f2lofi G Hom(C?®^, O®^). 5 induces a homomorphism 
5 :p^7^ —► p^T?. such that fi = f2o g. Since 771(50) = 772(50) as quotient 
sheaves, #(5o) = c-id for some constant c. Next, let T be a connected analytic 
neighborhood of 1 G GL(N) and let \I>:T x [7 —> Ho be the map defined by 
\I>(/i? s) = h • 77(5). By shrinking T and £7 if necessary, we can iissume the 
composition of * with the local projection 71+ of (2.2) is well-defined. Then 

77i(germ(C/, so)) C 7r+ o #(germ(T x [7, (1, SQ))) C germ(4^ 0)     for 2 = 1,2. 
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Because T is irreducible, ryi(germ(C/, so)) and 772(germ(U,so)) must be con- 
tained in the same irreducible component of germ(Ao,0). This completes 
the proof of the lemma. □ 

We now turn our attention to the proof of the Proposition 2.1 and 2.2. 
For simplicity we will assume deg£ is even, since these are the only cases 
needed in this paper. The proofs of the odd degree cases are parallel. From 
now on, we assume deg£ is even. Then by tensoring £ with JM

-1
, where 

M®2 = det £, we can assume without loss of generality that det £ = Oc • Let 
Ui be the set of all /z-unstable sheaves of determinant Oc whose destabilizing 
(locally free) quotient sheaves have degree —1 and U® be the subset of Ui 
consisting of sheaves having no traceless automorphisms. Note that sheaves 
in Ui are necessarily locally free. 

We first show that unstable sheaves can be deformed to sheaves in ZY^. 
We will consider the case of locally free sheaves in Lemma 2.6 and non-locally 
free case in Lemma 2.7. 

Lemma 2.6. Let £ be a rank 2 locally free fi-unstable sheaf with det£ = 
Oc, then there is a deformation of £ so that whose generic members are in 
ul 

Proof. Since £ is /i-unstable and locally free, we can find a degree 1 invertible 
sheaf C and possibly a O-subscheme (divisor) z C C such that 

(2.4) 0 —>C—>£ —> C^i-z) ®Oz —► 0 

is exact. We choose a smooth affine curve so € S and an invertible 
sheaf Cs on C x S such that £s|cx{so} — ^ and that for general s G 5, 

-^0(^flCx{s)) = 0 (note g(C) > 3). We now consider the sheaves Cs and 

Cg1 ® X on C x 5, where J is the ideal sheaf of z x {50} € C x S. Clearly, 
both sheaves are flat over S and the restriction of £$ (8) I to C x {so} is 
C~1(—z) © Oz. We consider the ^-module Ext^x5(£^1 ®T,Cs) and the 
restriction homomorphism 

(2.5) Ext^c^1 ®I,£5) J^Ext^/rH-*) ®Oz,C). 

By base change and cohomology theorem, (2.5) is surjective since all higher 
extension groups vanish. Therefore we can find a 
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so that whose associated exact sequence 

0 —>Cs —>£ —>Cg1®l —>0 

restricts to (2.4) along C x {SQ}. Finally by choosing v genetral, we can 
assume the restriction of the above exact sequence to general fibers C x {s} 
does not split. Therefore for general s G S H0 (End0(£s)) = 0. This proves 
Lemma 2.6. □ 

Lemma   2.7. Let £ be any rank two fi-unstable sheaf with torsion having 
det£ = (9c; then there is 

(1) a deformation of £ so that whose general members are fi-unstable and 
locally free; 

(2) a deformation of £ so that whose generic members £v are in Ui and 
£(£l) = 1, where £* is the torsion part of £v. 

Proof Let C be the (locally free) destabilizing quotient sheaf of £. Then 
there is another invertible sheaf M. and a torsion sheaf T such that 

(2.6) 0 —>M@T—>£ —>£—> 0 

is exact. Obviously, we can deform £ with fixed determinant so that the 
general members belong to (2.6) with M (resp. C) replaced by invert- 
ible sheaf M' (resp. £') of identical degree and T replaced by ©J-iC?^, 
where xi G C are distinct. Since deformations of deformations are defor- 
mations, to prove this lemma it suffices to consider those £ whose torsion 
T = 0^=1(9rr.# We first prove (1). Let z = Ul=1Xi C C be the 0-subscheme. 
Then M ffi T is the restriction to C x {50} C C x 5, where ^0 G S is a 
smooth affine curve, of the sheaf PcC~l ® X. (J is still the ideal sheaf of 
z x {50} C C x S.) Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.6, we can choose an 
element in Ext^x5(p^£,^£_1 ®X) whose associated exact sequence 

0—>ycC-l®l—>£s—>Pc£>—>0 

restricts to (2.6) along C x {so}- (This is possible again by the base change 
and cohomology theorem.) The general members of £3 satisfy the conclusion 
of (1). Next we construct deformations satisfying (2). Let £l = £/0Xl. 
Then using the argument for (1) we can find a deformation of £f with fixed 
determinant such that whose general members are locally free and have 
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£ as their destabilizing quotient sheaves. Let £v be its general member. 
Note that det^ = Oc(—xi). Then following the argument in the proof 
of Lemma 2.6, we can deform Sv (determinant fixed) to sheaves having 
degree -1 destabilizing quotient sheaves, say £w. Therefore, £w ® 0Xl is a 
deformation of £ whose general members belong to Ui and have length 1 
torsions. This proves the second part of the Lemma. □ 

With the material prepared, it is now easy to prove the Proposition 2.1. 

Proof of proposition 2.1. Since every /i-unstable sheaf £ admits a deforma- 
tion whose general member belongs to U®, AQ fl U® is dense in AQ. Thus to 
prove Proposition 2.1 it suffices to show that for w G AQ nU® close to 0, 
codim(AonUi at w) = #+1. Let FA be the family associated to the versal de- 
formation space A of £, let w G AQ fl Wf and let (A7, FA' ; 0', Fw) be the versal 
deformation space of ^y. Then there is an analytic neighborhood U of w G A 
and an analytic map f:(U^w) —> (A'^O') such that (1c x fY^A' is (analyti- 
cally) isomorphic to FA restricting to C x U. Note, U DZ^3 = f'1^' PiU^). 
Therefore Proposition 2.1 follows from (a) codim(A/nZYi, Af) = g+1 and (b) 
/ is a submersion at w. We first prove (b). Since both A and A! are smooth, 
it suffices to show that the differential df :TWA —» TyA' is surjective. But 
this follows from the remark 2.4 since w G AQ is close to 0. For a), we first 
note that the obvious map A! (MAi —> Wf is one-to-one, at least near 0' G Af. 
Hence dim(A/ Dili) = dimZ^3. We claim dimZ/^ = 2g - 4. Indeed, since 
sheaves in U® belong to (non-splitting) exact sequences 

(2.6) 0 —>£ —>£—^C'1 —>0 

with deg£ = 1 and H0(C®2) = 0, the correspondence between £ G U® and 
exact sequence (2.6) is one-to-one modulo automorphisms of C-1. Hence 
the dimension of U® at £ (in (2.6)) is 

dimPic(C) + dim Ext1 (/r\£) - 1, 

which is g + (g — 4). On the other hand, since Ext0(Jr
w, .T7™)0 is trivial, Af 

is smooth at O7 of dimension dim Ext1 (^j ^y)0, which is 3# - 3. Therefore 
codim(A/ fl Wj3, A') = g + 1. This completes the proof of proposition 2.1. □ 

We now turn our attention to the proof of proposition 2.2. 

Proof of proposition 2.2. Let I be the integer so that £ has degree —(1 + I) 
destabilizing quotient sheaf. Let B — germ(Ao,0). By Lemma 2.6, B DUi 
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is dense in B. Since sheaves in Ui all have degree -1 destabilizing quotient 
sheaves, we can define a morphism 

piBHUi —►Pic-1(C) 

that sends J7 to its destabilizing quotient sheaf. (Superscript — 1 stands for 
the degrees of bundles). Clearly, for each irreducible component R of S, 
p(RnUi) is not contained in any subvariety in Pic_1(C). Hence for any two 
irreducible components Ri and R2 of JB, we can find a smooth (analytic) 
curve SQ G 5, a morphism j: (50, S) —» Pic"'1(C) and morphisms r*: (SQ, S) —► 
(0, AQ), where i = 1,2, such that ri(5 - so) C Wf, germ(0,ri(5)) C i^ and 
that after restricting to ^(RiDUi) the following triangle are commutative: 

rr^lfcnWi) -^->    i^HWi 

Pic-^C)      Pic-^C). 

Let £ be the invertible sheaf on C x S that is the pull-back of the Poincare 
bundle on C x Pic~1(C) via lc x j. We need the following technical result 
that will be proved shortly. 

Sublemma. There is a 1-dimensional subscheme Di c C x S flat over S 
with deg(Di fl C x {SQ}) = Z and a locally free sheaf Qi on C x ,S swc/i ^/ia^ 
^i belongs to the exact sequence 

(2.7) 0 —♦ r-^A) —> Qi —> £ —> 0, 

and (lc x r^)*^^) and ^ are related by the exact sequence 

(2.8) 0 —> (la x r*)*^ _ ^ _> 0Di —> 0. 

We continue our proof of the Proposition assuming this Sublemma. The 
strategy is to construct a family !F of //-unstable locally free sheaves on 
C x Z, where Z is smooth and irreducible, that has the following properties: 
(2.9) There are curves fi:S->Z with i = 1,2 such that the pull-backs 
(lc x fi)*^7 are isomorphic to (lc x n)*^ respectively and 
(2.10) there is a connected ZQ C Z containing fi(so) and ^2(^0) such that 
J^jcxZo is isomorphic to Pc^' where pc'C x ZQ -+ C. 
Once we have such a family, then we take an affine T C Z such that To = 
TD ZQ is closed in T and contains fi(so) and f2(so). Then To C T with the 
family ^F\cxT satisfy the condition in (2) of Definition 2.3. Therefore, we get 
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a morphism f:U—>Ao defined over an analytic neighborhood U of TQ C T. 
By Lemma 2.5, f(Unri(S)) and ri(S) are contained in the same irreducible 
component. However, since T is irreducible and smooth and TQ is connected, 
Br)f(U) is contained in an irreducible component of B, after shrinking U if 
necessary. This is possible only if ri(5) and ^(S) are contained in the same 
irreducible component of B. Since we can choose ri and r2 general, Ri and 
R2 must be identical. This will complete the proof of the Proposition. 

We now construct the family F on C x Z with the desired properties. 
Morally speaking, Z will be a variety consisting of data {Q —> Op}, where 
D is a degree I effective divisor in C, Q is an extension of C by £~1(D) 
for some degree —1 invertible sheaf £. Let T be an affine open subset of 
Hilb^C) containing Di fl C x {50} and D2 fl C x {SQ}, and let D be the 
restriction to C x T of the universal divisor. We consider the sheaves 7r^x5£ 
and nQxSC~l(p) on C x 5 x T and the relative extension sheaf 

where TTCXS and TTCXT are projections from C x iS x T to its factors and 
£) = 7r^T(D). Since (2.11) is coherent, we can represent it as a quotient 
sheaf of a locally free sheaf V with the quotient homomorphism q. Let V 
be the total space of the vector bundle associated toV, TTIV—> S XT the 
projection and cp G i?0(7r*V) the tautological section (i.e. for any v G V over 
x G S x T, yfy = v G V^). We denote pcxS (resp. PCXT) be the obvious 
projection from C x V to C x S (resp. C xT). Then there is a rank 2 locally 
free sheaf Q on C x V belonging to the exact sequence 

0 — Phxs^baxTM) -^0^ Pcxs£ — 0 

defined by the extension class that is the image of the (tautological) section 
(p under 

7r*V—>n*£xtCxSxT/SxT(ncxs£rncxs£~ facxrC0))) 

 > ^CxV/viPCxS^PCxS^iPcxA0)))- 

(Note that V is affine since T and S are both affine.) We next construct the 
family F. We consider the sheaf 

W = *V.mCxv{e>Op?xTlD))> TTV-CXV-^V. 

W is locally free since Q is locally free and p^^D) is flat over V. Let W 
be the vector bundle associated to W and let Zf be the associated projective 
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bundle P(W) with projection n:Z' ->V. (Here we use the convention that 
P(Cn) = Cn - {0}/C*.) Let 

n : (lc X n)*g —, (lc x ^)*0p-i r(Z)) ® Oz'(l) 

be the tautological homomorphism. We let Z C Z' be the open subset 
consisting of those z e Z/ such that the restriction Ti\cx{z} are surjective, 

and let T be the restriction to C x Z of the kernel keilHcxZ'} We claim 
that (Z, ,F) is the data we want. 

We first show that F satisfies condition (2.9). Let /{, /^: S ~> Hilbz(C) 
be morphisms induced by divisors Di and Z)2 respectively. After shrinking S 
if necessary we can assume // factor through T. We denote by fi: S —+ T the 
induced morphism. Thus (lc x fi)~l(D) = Di. Then (2.7) associates to a 
section c^ G Ext^x5(£, £-1 (£);)) that induces a curve (ft: S —> V commuting 

with the projection V —> 5. By the construction of G, (lc x S'i)*^ — Gi- 
Further the quotient homomorphism 

(lc x gi)*G = Gi —v 0Di = 0{icXfi)-i^D) 

induced by (2.8) will provide us morphism fi: S —» Z that satisfies (lc x 
fi)*F ^ (lc x TiYFA, as desired. 

We now show that the family satisfies (2.10). Let ZSQ be the fiber of Z 
over 5o G 5 and let ZQ be the subset of z G ZSo such that iF\cx{z} == ^- We 
claim that ZQ is connected. Let 2:1, Z2 G ZQ be any two points. Let t{zi) G T 
be the image in T of ^ under the obvious projection and Dt(Zi} C C the 

divisor corresponding to t{zi) G T. By construction, £ = ^jcx^} belongs 
to the exact sequence 

(2.12) 0 —► 5 -^ ft —- OD^) —> 0 

and Qi belongs to the exact sequence 

0 —+ Co l(Dt{zi)) —> Gi —^ Co —^ 0, 

where £0 = £|Cx{so}* ^so ^e cokernel of ft(—A(^)) ""^ ^ induced by (2.12) 
is OJD,, M since ft has degree / and has degree —1 destabilizing quotient 
sheaf, and £ has degree 0 and has degree — (1 + I) destabilizing quotient 
sheaf. Hence 

(2.i3) 0 —* gi(-DtiZi)) ^e^oDt(H) —> 0 

is exact. Obviously, one can recover (2.12) from (2.13). Now we prove the 
connectivity of ZQ. Since T is irreducible, there is an irreducible and affine 
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curve R C T containing zi and Z2. Let DR be the restriction of the universal 
divisor D to C x R. Then since R is affine, we can find a homomorphism 

(2.14) aR : £ ®oc OcxR —* 0DR 

such that its restriction to C x {zi} is ai in (2.13). Let QR{—DR) be the 
kernel of OLR and let RQ C R be the open subset ofwER such that CTRICX-O} 

have degree —1 destabilizing quotient sheaves. Then if we let CRQ be the 
sheaf on C x RQ that is the pull-back of Co via the projection C x i?o —» C, 
then C/^o belongs to the exact sequence 

(2.15) 0 —» /^flo) —»aH0 —^ r^ — 0, 

where DR0 = (DR f! C x i?o). From our construction of Z, (2.15) provides 
us a curve i?o —► VSo, where yso is the fiber of V over so, and then (2.14) 
provides us a curve i?o —► ^5o *':ia* contains 2:1 and Z2- Since i?o is irreducible 
and zi, Z2 G ZQ is arbitrary, ZQ is irreducible. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 2.2. □ 

We now provide the proof of the Sublemma. 

Proof of the Sublemma. We let i be either 1 or 2 and let £$ = (lc x 

uT^A- Because ri(S — so) C AQ flUi and because destabilizing subsheaves 
of unstable (locally free) sheaf is unique, there is an invertible sheaf Cs on 
C x S so that for s G 5 - so, CS is the destabilizing subsheaf of £s. Hence 
there is a homomorphism Cs —» £# that induces an exact sequence 

(2.16) 0 —> Cs —> Ss^CS1®!^ —> 0, 

where Xs is the ideal sheaf of a zero-scheme E c Cx 5 supported on Cx {SQ}. 

We claim that there is an effective divisor Ds C C x S containing E flat over 
S such that D5 has degree / along fibers of C x S —> 5, i.e. D5 fl (C x {so}) 
has degree i. Indeed, since £s is locally free at each z G supp(E), X^z is 
generated by two sections, say /f, /f G OcxS.z- Without loss of generality, 
we can assume 
(2.17) fi\cx{so} generates the locally free part of XE|CX{SO} 

a^ z- 
Then the union of {/f = 0} C C x 5 for 2 G supp(E) form a divisor Ds flat 
over S near the fiber C x {SQ}. By shrinking S if necessary, we can assume 
Ds is flat over S. We now check that it has degree Z along the fiber C x {so}. 
Because of (2.17), by restricting (2.16) to C x {so} we get 

0 —* cS0 —* sso Hc^H-Dso) e r —♦ 0, 
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where Dso = Ds fl (C x {so}) and r is a torsion sheaf. Prom i^his we see 
degD50 = I since £So — £ has destabilizing quotient sheaf of degree — (1 + /) 
and deg£So = 1. 

Now by taking the preimage of C^t—Dg) C C^1®!^ under 13 in (2.16), 
we get a locally free sheaf Fs that belongs to the exact sequence 

(2.18) 0 —- Cs —> Fs —> CsH-Ds) —> 0 

and the exact sequence 

0 —> Fs —► £s —-> T —> 0, 

where T = Z^1 ®lx/£sl(—Ds)- Since Js is generated by /f e^nd /| and 
C^^—Ds) is generated by /f at z G supp(E), T = C?DS- Therefore, we can 
recover £$ by 

(2.19) 0 —> £5 —, ^5(^5) -^ Oj9s —► 0. 

Thus ^ = Fs{Ds) with exact sequence (2.18) and (2.19) is the data required 
in the Sublemma. This finishes the proof of the Sublemma. □ 

3. Deformation of locally free sheaves. 

In this section, we will construct the homology mentioned in the intro- 
duction that will lead us to the proof of the vanishing of (0.9). 

We fix (i?o,/), a C G |noi?o| as in (1.1), a precompact neighborhood 
C (s NSQ of HQ G NSQ and the integer N given in Lemma 1.3 and 1.5. We 
let W C 9tti/(/, d) be the subset consisting of £ such that £\c is locally free 
and unstable. In this section, we will prove 

Proposition 3.1. Let d > N and let H G C be (HQ, I, d)-suitable, then we 
have 

ffi(W,WnSiOTjf(J,d)) =0,    i<2. 

To prove this proposition, we need to show that every homology cycle 
(E\ dl?) -> (W, W fl «S9Jte(J, d)) is homologous to zero. We will construct 
such homology directly by using the deformation of sheaves that will be 
constructed shortly. 

We will construct such deformation of sheaves following [La, OG1]. The 
idea is as follows: Let £ be any rank 2 locally free sheaf on X of determinant 
/ such that its restriction to C has destabilizing quotient sheaf C of degree 
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5/ • C — 1. (Note / • C is even.) By abuse of notation, we will view C as 
a sheaf of Ox-niodules by the inclusion C C X. Let F be the kernel of 
S —> C. Then £ and F are related by the exact sequence 

(3.1) 0 —>F —>£ —>C —► 0. 

Since the composite £(—0) —» £ —* £ is trivial, we have £(—C) C J7, which 
induces the exact sequence 

(3.2) 0 — £(-C) —+T—+C-1® Oc{I\c) —* 0. 

By replacing C~l ® OcC^c) with a degree 5/ • C + 1 invertible sheaf of 
(9c-modules il7, we obtain £' based on the exact sequence 

0 —> ^(-C) —► J^ —> ^ —> 0 

that are deformations of £. Note that the £' so constructed depend only on 
the homomorphism F^ ~-> £. 

We now carry out this construction in details. First note that the re- 
striction of F to C is an extension of the degree r\ = ^1 • C + 1 sheaf 
C~l <g> Oc(I\c) by the degree r2 = 5/ • C - C2 - 1 sheaf £(-C). Accord- 
ingly, we will let Y be the subset in the moduli space of stable rank two 
locally free sheaves on C consisting of sheaves that are extensions of degree 
ri invertible sheaves by degree r2 invertible sheaves. Y is a quasi-projective 
scheme (with the reduced scheme structure). Let y € Y be any point and 
let y G U C Y be an (analytic or etale) neighborhood of y G Y such that 
there is a tautological family VJJ on C x U. By shrinking U if necessary, we 
can assume that there is an integer m such that (Vt/)v belongs to the exact 
sequence 

(3.3) 0 —> (VC/)
V —> Afu — T —> 0, 

where A/Jy = CJ®^(mpo x ^0 and T is a family of torsion sheaves on C x 
U flat over U. Let J = Picri(C) (the component containing degree ri 
line bundles) and let V be the normalized Poincare line bundle on C x J 
(considered as a sheaf) so that P|p0xJ — ^J? where po G (7 is fixed. (For 
A G J, we will use V\ to denote the restriction sheaf V\cx{X}') Let pcxUi 
pcxJ and puxj be projections from CxUxJtoCxU,CxJ and U x J 
respectively. We consider the following direct image sheaves on U x J: 

AuxJ = PUXJ*(PCXU'N'U®PCXJ'P)I 

&UxJ=VUxJ*(Vcxu'r®Pcxj'P) 
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and 

CUXJ=PUXJ*(PCXU(VU)
W
®PCXJ'P)- 

Both AuxJ and BuxJ are locally free. We let A be the vector bundle 
associated to AjjxJ and let Op(—1) be the tautological line bundle of the 
projective bundle P(A) of A. (We use the convention adapted in §2.) Let 
TT : P(A) —> U x J be the projection. Then composed with the induced 
homomorphism 7r*AuxJ -* ^BuxJ, we get 

(3.4) f:Ov{rl)—*<K*BUxj. 

Since both A and B are locally free, for any z G P(A) over (y, X) G U x J, 
2 corresponds to a section (unique up to scalars) (j) G iy0((9®2(mpo) ® ^A)- 

Further, the restriction of / to Oip{—l)®k{z) is trivial if and only if the image 
of (j) in H(){T]icx{y} ® ^A) is trivial. By the exactness of (3.3), i^his occurs 
exactly when (j) can be lifted to a homomorphism 0 G Homc(Vy, PA)? Vy = 
Vf/|cx{t/}- Hence, the set of all non-trivial homomorphisms Home(Vy, V\) 
modulo scalars is parameterized by the scheme /~1(0) C P(A). We let Z 
be /~1(0) endowed with reduced scheme structure. 

Lemma 3.2.  (3.4) induces a homomorphism 

(3.5) ^:Op(-%—^(TT^XJ)^ 

so that for any closed z G Z over (y, A) G U x J, the image 

Im{pz)cEomc{J:yJVx) 

induced by the restriction homomorphism 

pz : Op(-l) ® k(z) —> 7r*CUxj ® k(z) —> HomcC^y, Vx) 

is non-trivial 

Proof. Since TT is flat, TTMC/XJ, ^BJJXJ and 7r*CuxJ belong to the exact 
sequence 

(3.6) 0 —+ 7r*Ct/x j —> 7r*AUxj M 7r*BUxj. 

Because the composition of Op(—1).^ —> 7r*^Auxj)\2 w^h / is trivial, it 
lifts to a unique homomorphism /3^ in (3.5). The non-triviality of Im((3z) 
for z G Z is obvious. This proves the Lemma. □ 
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In the following, we will use the section /?^ to construct a family of 
homomorphisms of sheaves onCxZ. Let TTCXU^CXJ and TT^ be projections 
from CxZ to CxU, CxJ and Z respectively. Then the section /Sg provides 
us a homomorphism of sheaves 

(3.7) at : ir*CxUVu —> 4(0P(%) ® "cxj'P 

on C x Z. Intuitively, /?£ is the the one whose restriction to each C x {z} C 
C x Z is the image of (3Z in Homc(V2/, PA)? where z lies over (y, X) EU x J. 
We denote the right hand side of (3.7) by £^, which is an invertible sheaf on 
CxZ. For technical reason, we let Z C Z be the union of those irreducible 
components A C Z such that the restriction of ag to general fibers of 
C x A —> A are surjective. We let az and Cz be restriction of ag and 
£.£ to C x Z respectively. We let E C C x Z be the subscheme so that 
Im(az) = £z ® ^S) where Js is the ideal sheaf of E C C x Z. We now show 
that 2E is flat over Z. 

Lemma 3.3.  The ideal sheaf 1% is flat over Z. 

Proof. Since Cz ® 2s is a quotient sheaf of the rank two locally free sheaf 
7i£X[/V, E is locally defined by at most two equations. Also by our choice 
of Z, E does not meet general fibers of C x Z -+ Z and does not contain 
any fiber of C x Z -> Z. Therefore, codim(E) > 2. Thus E C C x U is 
a local complete intersection scheme of codimension 2. Let p € E be any 
point. Since 2s,p is generated by two sections, say /i,/2, it belongs to the 
exact sequence 

(3.8) 0 —> 2DICCXZ,P —► 2s,p —► ZD2CD1JP —► 0, 

where Di is the divisor {/i = 0} in C x Z and 1)2 is the divisor {/2 = 0} 
in Di. Here TDICCXZ,P and TD2CDI,P are ideal sheaves of Di C CxZ 
and D2 C .Di at p respectively, which are isomorphic to OcxZ,p and Oo^p. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume Di is a divisor flat over Z (because 
supp(E) contains no fibers oi C x Z —> Z). Therefore, ZDICCXZ,P and 
2D2CDI,P are both flat over Z. Hence by (3.8), 2sjp is flat over Z as desired. 
□ 

We have the following lemma which states that the previous construction 
is independent of the choices made. 
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Lemma 3.4.  The scheme Z = /~1(0); Z C Z and the family (3.7) are 
independent of the choice of the inclusions (Vu)v —> Nu- 

Proof. We only need to check the following: Assume (V[/)v —* OQ^^WIPQ X 

U) is another inclusion with cokernel T' flat over U that makes the diagram 

0  ► (Vc/)v  >  O^luimpQ x U)   ► T v 0 

0  > (V^)v  > OfxU{mfp0 x U)  > T7 ^ 0 

commutative and such that the vertical arrows are injective, and assume 
Z C Z C P(A) and Zf C Z' C P(A/) are the corresponding subschemes, 
then there is an isomorphism between Z C Z and Z7 C 2'/ (non-canonically) 
and isomorphism between the corresponding pairs (3.7) (locally and non- 
canonically). This is obvious because A is a subbundle of A7, and that 
under the inclusion P(A) C P(A') we have Z1 C P(A). We shall omit the 
details here. D 

Our next step is to introduce a subset of Z that will provide us non- 
locally free sheaves: We keep PQ G C and define ZPo C Z be the the vanishing 
locus of the restriction to {po} x Z of (3.7): 

(3.9) a^0:7r*Vo-^Op(l)|z, 

where TT : Z -» U is the projection and Vo = Vu\{vo}xu is viewed as a sheaf 
on U. Note that ZPo C Z has codimension at most two. Also, by our choice 
of no in (1.1), dimTr"1^) > 10 for any y G U [La, p45]. Since Op(l) is 
7r-relatively ample [La,p46], and that ZPo OTT~'1{y) is the vanishing locus of 
two sections of the ample line bundle C?p(l)|7r-i(y), by the theorem on page 
150 and remarks on page 152 of [GM] we can find a Riemannian metric on 
Z so that 

(3.10) ^(TT-^reg, Z***6 H TT"
1
^)^) =0        for i < 3, 

where the subscript reg stands for the regular locus of the set, and that Z***6 

is the 6-neighborhood of ZPo C Z. 
We now extend this construction to Y. We cover Y by (analytic or etale) 

open Ua each of which admits a tautological family Va fitting into the exact 
sequence (3.3) for some ma. Then by the previous argument, we can find 
the family Za —> C/a, the family of homomorphisms 

(3.11) aZa : KhxuVa — *r£o(0pa(%o) ® ^cxJ? 
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and subschemes Ea C C x Za and Za0 C Za. By Lemma 3.4, the schemes 
Za glue together to form Z —> U. Also over C x (?7a fl Uh) we can find 
(non-canonical) isomorphism Va = V^ that will provide us isomorphism (non- 
canonical) over ZaDZi, of the corresponding families (3.11). This guarantees 
that that the subschemes Sa glue together to form a subscheme E C C x Z 
and that subschemes Z$0 will glue together to form a subscheme ZPo. Note 
that Z —» Y and ZPo —> Y are projective. 

Now we construct the deformation needed to prove the vanishing of ho- 
mology groups in Proposition 3.1. First, note that each 6 € W associates to 
a sheaf Fg that is the kernel of £ —► £, where C is the destabilizing quotient 
sheaf of £\c (see (3.1)). (W consists of sheaves in y whose restriction to C 
is locally free.) We let e = — ^UQIIQ and 
(3.12) 

T        Jp £ is 2e-stable, T^c is stable and the destabilizing 1 
\ quotient sheaf of £\c has degree ^1 • C — 1. j 

We define p: W —> V to be the map sending 5 € W to ^c We now show 
that p is a morphism: We first cover W by (analytic or etale) open sets 
Wa so that each of them admits tautological family £a on X x Wa- We let 
£a —> Ca be the quotient sheaf such that its restriction to each C x {w} is 
the destabilizing quotient sheaf of £a\cx{w}' Let ^ be its kernel. Note that 
Fa belongs to the exact sequence 

(3.13) 0 — £a(-C x Wa) -^Fa-^Ca® VcOc{I\c) — 0, 

where pc : C x Wa -+ C, similar to (3.2). Then the family ^cxWa w^ 
induce a morphism pa: Wa —> Y. The collection /5a's glue together to form 
the morphism p : W —> Y. We let Ai, • • • , A^ be irreducible components 
of W and let Y' be the disjoint union of p(Ai): Yf = ULi i5^)- NOW

 
let 

W7 = W — Ui^:j(Ai r\Aj). Then p induces a morphism p: Wf —> Y7 whose 
restriction to At - Uf^Aj factor through p(Ai) C Y7. Let Z7 = Y' Xy Z 
with TT

7
 the first projection and let Z^eg be the Zariski open subset of Z/ over 

which TT
7
 : Zr —> Y7 is smooth. Next we let YQ C Y7 be a Zariski open subset 

such that ZQ = Tr'"1^), ^o,reg = ^"H^o) n Z^g and Zg0 = TT
7
"

1
^) n Z^0 

are topological fiber bundles over YQ: 

^0,reg) ^o    ^- ^0    >   ^     ^   ^ 

Y0        -^ y 
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Such lb can be found as follows: Since TT' : Z' —► Y1 is projective, there 
are Whitney stratification Sz1 of Z1 and Syi of Y1 by algebraic subvarieties 
such that TT

7
 is a stratified map (see [GM] for definition). Without loss of 

generality, we can assume Z[^ and Zv® D Z1 are union of strata of Sz'. Let 
Yb be the union of open strata in Y1 and let ZQ = 7r7~1(yb)- ^o C y7 must 
be dense. Then by Thorn's first isotopy lemma, ZQ, Zo,reg = ZQ H Z7 and 
Zg'0 = Zo H Z^0 are topological fiber bundles over YQ. We let Wo = P" (^b). 
Finally we form the fiber product 

y = ZoXy0Wo, 

and its subspaces V^eg = -Z^reg xyo ^b and VVQ = ZQ
0
 Xy0 WQ. 

Remark 3.5. The reason we choose Y7 to be the disjoint union of p{Ai) 
is because in doing so we can be sure that Wo C W is dense. Note that this 
may not necessarily be the case if we use Y rather than Y' when some p(Ai) 
is a proper subvariety of p(Aj). 

Our next step is to form a family of sheaves over V that will be the 
deformations promised at the beginning of this section. We still work with 
a covering Wa of WQ and families £a and J^. By shrinking Wa if necessarily, 
we can assume p{Wa) is contained in Ut C YQ for some 6, where [/& is an 
open set satisfying conditions spelled out before (3.3). Let 

(3.14) <*zb:*hxUbVb —* Ch®X^h 

be the family of homomorphism as in (3.11). By shrinking Wa further if 
necessarily, we can assume that there is an isomorphism 

0a : Fa\CxWa -^ (Uc X Pba)*Vb)\CxWai 

where pba = P\wa 
: Wa —* Ub- Then composed with azb in (3.14), we get a 

surjective homomorphism 

(3.15) ip:(lxX *Wo)*fa —> (1C X WYoYVb —^ (lc X TTy,)*(£6 ® 1^) 

of sheaves on Va = ZQ Xy0 Wa, where 7r^0 is the second projection of Va 
and 7ry0 : Va —> YQ is the obvious projection. Let Qa be the kernel of this 
homomorphism: Namely 

(3.16) 0 —- ga — (lx x 7r^0)*^a^(lc x 7ry0)*(A®2E6) —> 0 

is exact. Since (3.14) is surjective and £& (g> I^b is flat over l^ (Lemma 
3.3), Qa is a family of torsion free sheaves on X x Va-  Also since sheaves 
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in Wo are 2e-if-stable, Ga is indeed a family of if-stable sheaves on X. 
From the construction, it is clear that member of the family Qa tensored 
by 0xxVa{C' * VQ) has determinant / and second Chern class d. Thus it 
induces a morphism r?a : Va —> 271^(7, d) by the universality of the moduli 
scheme. By Lemma 3.4, morphisms r]a glue together to form a morphism 
77 :V —> 9JIH (7, d). We list the properties of the family V —3- Wo and the 
morphism r]:V —> 9!Jt/j(J, d) in the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.6. Let Ho, HQ G C (S iVSjjL C C X and TV be given at the 
beginning of this section. Then for any d > N and (HQ, J, d)-suitable H € C, 
the subset W C 971^(1, d) has pure codimension of a + 1, w/iere 5 = g(C), 
and is locally irreducible. Further, the family V —3 WQ has the following 
properties: 

(1) 7i(V) C W, where W is ifte c/osure of W C JOTjf (/, d); 

(2) If £ € Wo, tfoen aZZ 2e-H-stable sheaves £' G 9Jlif(/,d) satisfying 
Spc == ^|2cr belong to WQ as well; 

(3) T/iere is a section s : Wo —» V f0/ F —3 Woj swc/i tta^ 77 o 5 coin- 
cides wi^/i i/ie inclusion WQ C 9Jtif(J, d). Further, if we let W0 = 
s~1(Vr

re^) i/ien W0 is dense in W and W0 fl S%JIH(I) d) is dense in 
W H 5^1^(1, d); 

(4) Botft ypo and V^e^ are topological bundles over WQ. Further, if we let 
ypoj _ (gpoJ n Zo) xy0 Wo, then for any we Wo the pair 

(Vreg D TT^H, ^^ n ^ n ^-1 H) 

is homologically 3-connected; 

(5) We /lave ^(F^0) C 597lff(/,d). -Ako /or any w G Wo associated to 
non-locally free sheaf ^(^^(w)) C 597lif(/,d). 

Proof We first prove that W has pure codimension 5 +1. Let p G W be any 
point corresponding to f and let (7 C SDT/f (/, d) be an analytic neighborhood 
of p so that the restriction of the local tautological family £u to C x U induces 
a map 

(3.17) ¥>:(tf,p)—>(A0) 

provided by Definition 2.3, where (A, 0) is the versal deformation space of 
£\c of fixed determinant. Since (^"1(Ao) = E/flW and codim(Ao, A) = g + l, 
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the codimension of each component of W at p is at most g + 1. However, 
when p £ Af (cf. (1.3)), (p is a submersion at p and the codimension of W 
at p is exactly g + 1. On the other hand, dimAf < dim9Jtff(J,<i) — 3g, by 
Lemma 1.5 and codim W > 3g, by Lemma 1.7 (3). Thus >V — Af is dense 
in W and therefore W has pure codimension g + 1 as claimed. Next, we 
show that W is locally irreducible. Let T C W be the subset over which 
W is not locally irreducible. Since 3DT/y(I,(i) is a local complete intersection 
and W C %JIH{I, d) is defined by 3^ — 2 equations (Lemma 1.7), T is either 
empty or codim(T, ffltff (/, d)) can at most be 2g + 1, by (2) of Lemma 1.12. 
Thus if T ^ 0 then T - Af ^ 0. Let p G T - Af be corresponding to S 
and letpEUc 3DI#(i", d) be an analytic neighborhood so that we have the 
map (3.17) provided by Definition 2.3, where (A, 0) is the versal deformation 
space of £|(7 of fixed determinant. Since tp is a submersion at p and ^4o C A 
is locally irreducible by Proposition 2.2, U PI W = (^~1(>lo) will be locally 
irreducible at p as well. This contradicts to the assumption that p 6 T. 
Hence T = 0 and thus W is locally irreducible. 

Next, we prove the properties listed in the proposition. First, by re- 
stricting the exact sequence (3.16) to C x {v}, where v G Va is any general 
element, we see that Ga\Cx{v}{C) is an extension of a degree ^J • C — 1 in- 
vertible sheaf by a degree ^1 - C + 1 invertible sheaf. Hence 77(1;) G W and 
thus 77 (V) C W. This proves (1). 

The property (2) follows from the fact that if £ and £f G W such that 

£\c — £[& then fyc - Fs'ic- 
Now we prove (3). Over W0, the sheaf £a®PcOc(I\c) in (3.13) will 

induce a morphism £: Wa —> Picri(C) and the homomorphism cp in (3.16) 
will induce a section of the sheaf (p x £)*CubxJ' Here we have assumed that 
p(Wa) C C/ft. Combined with (3.6), we obtain a section of the locally free 
sheaf (p x €)*AubxJ, which will provide us the desired section sa : Wa —► 
Z Xy Wa. This section factor through Z Xy Wa because the tp in (3.16) is 
surjective. Further because we can recover Qa from the (p in (3.16) and vice 
versa, 77 o sa = id and sa o ri(v) = v if 77(1;) G WQ. Therefore by Lemma 3.4, 
5a's glue together to form the desired section s: W —► V. Note that property 
(2) still holds for W0. 

To complete the proof of (3), we need to check the density of W0 C W 
and of W0 n 59Jl^(/,d) C VV n SmH(I,d). Note that WQ C VK is dense 
by Remark 3.5. Now we show that W C W is dense. Let £ G W be a 
general sheaf. By Lemma 1.3, £ is 2e-stable and Ext2(£, £(—C))0 = 0. Let 
£ be the destabilizing quotient sheaf of £\c and F be the kernel of £ —> £. 
Then J7^ is the extension of £-1 ® Oc7(/|cf) by C(—C). Let V5, 6 G S is an 
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affine curve, be a deformation of T\p such that each Vs belongs to the exact 
sequence 

(3.18) 0 —+ £(-C) — Vs -^ /T1 ® Oc(/|c) —* 0 

and for general s G 5 the sheaf Vs is stable. Since Ext2(£, £(—2C))0 = 0, we 
have Ext2(.F, T{—C))0 = 0. Hence there is a family T8, s € S, o£ sheaves 
on X such that T^c — Vs. Using the /3 in (3.18), we have a surjective 
homomorphism ^ —► Vs —> il"1 (8) C?c(-f|c) whose kernel we denote by £s. 
It is easy to check that £s is a deformation of £ and for general s G S the 
sheaf £s G W because ,FS is stable. This shows that PF is dense in W. 

To show that W0 C W is dense it suffices to show that W0 fl A 7^ 0 for 
each irreducible component A of WQ. Let £ G A be a general element and 
let v G TT^O^) fl Vreg be a general element, where TTWQ 

: V —> Wo- Then 
77(7;) G VF0 since 5 o r](v) = v. ^(v) will be in A if we choose v so that v 
and s(£) are in the same irreducible component of TT^ (£), which is possible 
because V^g —> WQ and V —» Wo are stratified maps, and VJ-eg is dense in 
V and £ G A is general. Thus W0 fl A / 0. This proves W0 C W is dense. 
Next we prpve 

w0 n SdJin (J, d) c W n satttf (i, d) 

is dense. By dimension count, it is clear that (W — Af) fl <S9Jt£f(J, d) is 
dense in WHSMH(/, d). Let £ G (W- Af) nSSWjjC/, d) be a general sheaf 
. Because H2{£nd0(£)(—2C)) = 0, following the deformation argument in 
[GL, p86-87] we see that the subset in W consisting of sheaves non-locally 
free along C has codimension at least 2 in W. Therefore S\c'is locally free 
because f is general in W H STtni^ d) and that SdJtn (/j d) C 9#ij (/, d) is 
a divisor. It remains to show that £ G VF0. Because W0 C W is dense, 
we can find deformation ^ of f such that Ft G W0 for general t. Because 
H0(£nd0(£)(—2C)) = 0, we can find deformation £t of £ such that ^(2(7 — 
^t|2C an(^ £t ^ <S9Jtif (7, d), following the same deformation argument in [GL]. 
Because (2) holds for W0, St G W0 n<S9Jttf (J,d). This proves (3). 

The property (4) follows from (3.10) and the fact that ZQ, ZQ
0
 and Zo,reg 

are fiber bundles over YQ. The second statement of (5) is apparent because 
if w G W associates to a non-locally free sheaf, say £, then £ is non-locally 
free away from C. However, all sheaves in ^(ir^iw)) are isomorphic to £ 
over X — C. Thus they must belong to SSJtj/^J, d). Now let v G Vpo be over 
a point in Wa. Then the restriction of (3.16) to X x {v}: 

0 -* Ga\xx{v} -* 0-c x /7ryo)*H|xxM -^ (lc x ^y0)*(£6 ® XsJixxM "^ 0 
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is exact. Since the third (non-zero) term above has torsion supported at 
Po € X, Ga\xx{v} is non-locally free at PQ. Hence 77(1?) € S9JlH(I,d). This 
completes the proof of the proposition. □ 

In the following, we will show how to use the pair (W0, ZQ) to get the 
desired vanishing result in Proposition 3.1. We begin with the following 
lemma: 

Lemma 3.7. Let the notation be as before, then for i < 2, 

(3.19) H^W^W^SmHi^d)) —tHiffiWHSmHilid)) 

is trivial, (i.e. its image is {0}.) 

Proof. Let £ e #z(W0, W0 n 5SWfr(/,d)) be any element represented by a 
cycle (E, <9E) C (W0, W0 n 5971^(7, d)). By using section s: W0 -* Vreg we 
get a cycle ($(E),0$(E)) C (VTeg, VTeg D r/-1(5SDt^(/,rf))). Because of (3) 
and (4) in Proposition 3.6, for each 0 < 6 <^C 1 we can find an (i + l)-chain 
T' C VYeg such that the boundary dTf is the union of s(E) with A^ and A2, 
where ^i C T^reg n (Z^6 xy WQ) and 

(3.20) 4 C U^wlH I ^ G 5(5S)} c rj-'iSMHil,d)). 

Because V —> WQ is proper and <5 is arbitrarily small, we can find T C V 
so that <9r = E7 U Ai U A2 with Ai C FPo and A2 C r/"1^^^^). 
Thus d(ri(T)) = E modulo 5971^(7, d). In particular, the image of £ in 
fli(W> W n <SaJTff (7, d)) is trivial. D 

Next we show that (3.19) is surjective. We remark that we will use 
ordinary topology in the rest of this section unless otherwise is mentioned. 
Note that this will prove Proposition 3.1. We first divide W — W0 into 
two subsets: We let Si be (W - W0) n SMH (7,d) and let £2 = (W - 
W0) — S9JlH(I,d). Since SPti/(7, d) is quasi-projective, there is a Whitney- 
stratification of 9tttf(7,d) so that the subsets W, W0, 5971^(7, d), Af, £1 
and B2 are unions of strata. To simplify the notation, in the following we 
will denote yV1=W-B1 and W2 = Wi - £2. Note that W2 = W0. 

We first show that 

(3.21) HiiWu Wi n<S97lif(7,d)) —♦ ^(W, W 0 5271^(7, d)),    i < 2, 

is surjective. Let Tfi,... ,Kn be open strata of Bi and let 7f~ = Bi — 
Uj=iKj- Since W is locally irreducible away from 5971^(7, d) and has pure 
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codimension g + 1, and that 5971^(7, d) C WIH (I, d) is a Cartier divisor, by 
the furthermore part of Lemma 1.13, 

Hi(w - K-, (W - K-) n sartif(i, d)) —> ifi(W,Wn smnii, d)),   i < 2 

is surjective, since codim^", W fl 5SW/f(/,d)) > 2. Let Vj = W - K~ - 
Uj-^^Kj. To prove the surjectivity of (3.21), it suffices to show that 

fliW+i, Vj+i H SaMJ, d)) —^ ^(Vi, Vi n 5971^(/, d)),    i < 2 

is surjective for / = 1, • • • , n. Now let A/ C Ki be any non-empty compact 
subset. Then by Lemma 1.14, we have 
(3.22) 
J2i(Vj+i U A/, (Vi+i U A/) n SWiHil, d)) —* Hi{Vu Vi n SVRH(J, d)),    t < 2 

is surjective. Now we show that the image of 

(3.23) ffiW+i, Vj+i H SSOTHC/, d)) —> tfi(V{, V/ n 5JWH(/, d)),    t < 2 

is the same as the image of (3.22). The strategy in proving this is to find 
an analytic component of 5971//(I, d), say [/, such that U intersects Ki 
transversally at some points. Then if we choose A/ close to U D K, we can 
show that (3.22) and (3.23) have same images. 

Now we provide the details of this argument. Let £ E Ki be a general 
point. Because codim(Ki) = g + 3, £ is 2e-il-stable and 

(3.24) H2(£ nd0{£ )(-2C)) = 0. 

We claim that either £\Q is not locally free and £(£vv/£) = 1, or £\c is 
locally free and £ € <Si9Jtij(J, d) U S^QJIH^/, d). Indeed, following the proof 
of (3) of Proposition 3.6, we know that the set of £ € W that are non- 
locally free along C has codimension at least 2 in W. For the same reason, 
the set of £ G W that are non-locally free along C and have l{£yy/£) > 2 
has codimension at least 3 in W. Therefore if £\c is not locally free then 
£(£yw/£) = 1. When £lc is locally free, then £ € S^H(/, d) USJ?9Jttf (J, d), 
because its compliment in W n<S9Jt#(I, d) hats codimension 3 in W. Next, 
we estimate dimExt2£7((£vv)|2C5 (£VV)|2c)0- When £\c is not locally free, 
we claim that the destabilizing quotient sheaf of (£vv)|c has degree at least 
TII • C — 3. If not, then proof of Lemma 2.7 we can find deformation £t of £ so 
that £t\c is locally free and has degree ^ J • C — 2 destabilizing quotient sheaf 
for general t. Then Ki will be contained in the closure of Wo in 9JIH (/, d), 
where Wo consists of jF such that J7^ is locally free and has degree ^1 • C — 2 
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destabilizing quotient sheaf. Since sheaves in Ki are non-locally free along 
C, Ki C Wo has codimension at least 2. (See proof of (3) of Proposition 
3.6.) However, Wo C W has codimension at least 1. Hence the codimension 
of Ki in 9Jt#(/, d) will be bigger than g + 3. A contradiction. For the same 
reason, if £\c is locally free, then the destabilizing quotient sheaf of £\c has 
degree at least 5 J • C — 3. In particular, we have 
(3.25) 

dimExt^VV)|2C, (£vv)|2c)0 < 2dimExt0((5vv)|C, {£vv)|c)0 < 18. 

Now let a = l{£yy/£). Note that a = 1 or 2. We consider the set 

Q = {T e 9%(J, d - a) \ T locally free and T\2c = {SVV)|2c} 

and the set 

QKI = l^7 € Q I there is an £' G Ki such that f7 is a subsheaf of F}. 

We claim that Q^ C Q contains a neighborhood of £vv G Q. Indeed, let 
Ft be any deformation of £vv in Q. In case 5|^ is locally free, then Ft will 
induce a deformation £t in «SS!JT//(/, d) of 5 such that £t

vv = Ft* Because 
£t\2c — £\2C and £ $. W0, by (2) of Proposition 3.6 we know that £t belongs 
to WnS3DI#(J,d) - W0. However, since all open s_trata of WnSWlH (/,d) 
are contained in VF0, ^ must be in Ki since Ki C Wn Sattjj(J,.i) - W0 is 
open. Thus Ft belong to QKI- NOW assume £\c is not locally free. Then 
we can find deformation £t of £ such that £^w = Ft while £t\c — £\c- By 
applying the deformation argument on page 95-98 of [GL] we know that 
£t £ W fl SDJlH(I,d). Because sheaves in open strata of W D <S3!Kij(J, d) 
are locally free along C, £j must belong to Ki. Therefore, Ft belong to Q. 
This proves the claim. As a consequence, the dimension of QKI at £vv is 
identical to the dimension of Q at £vv. Hence 

codim(Q^, jmH(J, d - a)) < Extic((^vv)|2C, (£VV)|2C)0 < -3x(02c) +18, 

using (3.25). Now let Qo C QKI be the irreducible component containing 
£vv. Applying Lemma 1.9, we obtain a non-locally free sheaf Fo € Qo such 
that FQ

V
 /Fo — Op for some p € X — C in general position. Consequently 

we can find a sheaf £0 G Ki C 97t# (/, d) such that fo C Fo and Fo/£o — Oz 

with £(2:) = 1 or 2 and p 0 supp(z). The key observation is that since 
£Q

V/£o = Op © Oz, SyflH^I, d) at £0 is (analytically) a union of at least two 
irreducible components. We now choose one such component: Let p G Up C 
X—supp(z) be an analytic neighborhood and let SUP9JIH{II d) C S9JIH(I, d) 
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be the set of those S such that S\u is not locally free. Sup^0lH(^d) is an 
analytic divisor of 9Jt//(/, d) smooth at £o, because of (3.24). Now if we 
let (A, 0) be a versal deformation space of fixed determinant of £o|2C> ^ 
U C 9Jt/f (/, d) be an analytic neighborhood of So and 

be the map provided by Definition 2.3,  then the restriction of ip to 
sUp<mH(i,d) 

iff : (unsUpmH(i,d),£o) — (A,0) 
will be a submersion, because of (3.24). Because both 9Jtjy(/,d) and 
<Sc/p9ft#(I, d) are smooth at So and A is smooth at 0, by shrinking U if 
necessarily, we can find a homeomorphism 

$ : D x (W n sUpimH{i, d)) —> u, 

where D C C is the unit disk, such that after restricting to {0} x (U 0 
Sujr^H(I, rf))? the map $(0, •) is the identity map onto U n SUP9JIH{II d) C 
ZY, and that for each z G W n Sup%ftH{I,d) the set $(J9 x {z}) is con- 
tained in the fiber (p~l((p(z)). $ induces a deformation retract ^ defined 
by #(r,$(c,2)) = $(rc,*) for z G^/_n SUpdnH{I>d), c E JD and r G [0,1]. 
By (2) of Proposition 3.6, W0 and W are preserved under the retraction $. 
Here we have assumed that U is small enough so that all sheaves in U are 
2e-jH*-stable. 

Now we prove that (3.22) and (3.23) have same images. Let p € Ki DU 
be a general point and let W 3 p be a closed neighborhood of p, contained 
in W, such that A/ = W fl K/ is contractible. Let 7} = *([0,1], W). Because 
the retraction ^ preserves W0 and K/ c <S97lif(/, d), the image of (3.22) 
must be the same as the image of (3.23). Since the former is surjective, 
(3.23) is surjective as well. This proves that (3.21) is surjective for i = 1 
and 2. 

In the remainder of this section, we shall prove the surjectivity of 

(3.26)   ffi(W2, m n smH{i, d)) —> Hi{Wu Wi n sajt^(i, <0)>   »< 2. 

We will adapt the same strategy as we did for the surjectivity of (3.21). 
We still keep the Whitney stratification of 9Jtjj(J,d). Since Wi C SW/r (/, rf) 
has pure codimension g + 1 and is defined by 3g — 2 equations, and since 
WIH (I)d) is a local complete intersection, by Lemma 1.12 
(3.27) 
HiCWi - T, (Wi - T) n SWlHil, d)) —> ^(Wi, Wi n smnii, d)),    < < 2, 
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is surjective, where T is the union of all strata in B2 C Wi of codimension 
at least 3^ + 1. Note that A^ fl Wi C T because A^ is a union of strata and 
codim(A^) > 85 + 2. Now let 

£ e ^(Wi - r, (Wi - T) n SQJttf (/, d)) 

be any element represented by a cycle (E,d£). Since Wi — T is locally 
irreducible, by Lemma 1.12 we can assume that E fl B2 is discrete. Let 
£ G S D .S2 and let i? be an irreducible component of A^ containing £. 
Then by Lemma 1.9 we can find a sheaf £0 € A^ such that £{£Q

V/£o) = 
1. Because of dimension reason, we can assume Ext2(£o>£o(—2C))0 = 0. 
Hence -R is transversal to SWIH(I, d) at £$. Now we pick a dlfferentiable 
path p : [0,1] —> i? connecting p and £0 so that all sheaves £' in p([0,1]) 
have vanishing H2(£nd0(£')(—2C)). Let ZY be a (classical) neighborhood of 
p([0,1]) in 9JIH(/, rf). Without loss of generality, we can assume that there is 
a tautological family £11 on X x £/. Now let 0 € A be the versal deformation 
space of £|2c of fixed determinant. According to Definition 2.3, there is an 
analytic map 

<p:(U,p([0,li))-+(A,0) 

induced by the family f^, after shrinking U if necessary. By further shrinking 
U if necessary, we can assume ip is a submersion and it realizes U as a product 
(—£, 1 + e) x UQ such that <p factor through <po :UQ —> A. (Note that {£} x UQ 

is a normal slice of p([0,1]) at p(t).) Also if we choose the path pQO, 1]) not 
to tangent to S9JIH(I) d) at £$ = /9(1), we can choose the fiber structure so 
that ^({1} x Mo) C S%JlH(I,d). Therefore we get a deformation retract ^ 
of.<p([0,1] x UQ) to ¥>({!} x UQ) defined by 

*(r, <p(t, z)) = <p(l - (1 -r)(l -1), ^),    for r E [0,1], t G (-c, 1] and z € WQ. 

As in the proof of the surjectivity of (3.21), this deformation retract will 
provide us a new cycle (Ei, <9Ei) C (Wi - T, (Wi - T) D 53Kjr(J, d)) such 
that Ei nB2 is one point less than En£2. By repeating of this argument, we 
eventually get a cycle (E2, d^) C (W2, W2 n^SDtff (/, d)) that represent the 
element £. This proves the surjectivity of (3.27) and thus proves Proposition 
3.1. 

4. Proof of the main theorems. 

In this section, we will first prove theorem 0.4 by using Lefschetz hyper- 
plane theorem. After that, we will study the pair SWld{H) C 9#<2(H) in 
detail to establish both theorem 0.5 and 0.1. 
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We shall continue to use the notation developed in the previous sections. 
For instance, we will denote by Md the open subset of 9Jt#(/, d) consisting 
of all iJ-/i-stable sheaves £ with H2(£nd0(£)) = 0 and SMd the set Md PI 
<S9Jt£f(I, d), etc., and B$(p) will be the 6-neighborhood of p, after fixing an 
analytic metric of the ambient space. In this section, we will consider only 
homologies with rational coefficients. To avoid any confusion, for any subset 
Z C 9JIH(I, d) we will use the overline, i.e. Z, to denote the closure of Z 
in 971^(7, d) and use cl(Z) to denote its closure in 9Jlif(/, d). (The only 
exception is SDftjy(/, d) that is the moduli of semistable sheaves.) We fix HQ, 

Ro E C (E NS^ and the N given in lemma 1.3, 1.5 and 1.9. For d > N, we 
pick an (ifo, 7, cQ-suitable H G C. 

Recall that by Lemma 1.3, 9Jt#0(/, d)0 is birational to 971^(7, d)0, for 
d > N. Because the set BQ C 9Ktf0(7,d)0 and B C 9Jtif(7,d)0, where B 
and JBo were introduced in (6) of Lemma 1.3, have codimensions at least 
8 and because both 9Jt#0(7, d)0 and 9Jttf(7, d)0 are local complete intersec- 
tion varieties, by Lemma 1.12 TZi(9Jtij0(7, d)0) is canonically isomorphic to 
Hi(9JlH(7, d')0) and the square 

i7*(9KiJoGM)0)     -^->      i7i(0ni,(7,d)0) 

T(d)i T(d)< 

i7i(9Jtifo(7,d+l)0) -^ 77,(9^(7, d + 1)0), 

which was introduced in the introduction, is commutative, both for i < 2. 
Following the discussion there theorem 0.1 will follow from the surjectivity 
of r(d)i, which is equivalent to the surjectivity of f(d)i. 

Theorem 4.1. Let d > N and H G C be (Ho,I,d)-suitable. Then the 
homomorphism r(d)i :i7i(9Jtj/(7, d)0) —> Hi(9JlH(7, d + 1)°) is surjective for 
i<2. 

Before we prove this theorem, let us first fill in the details of the definition 
of the homomorphism f(d)i. For any x G X, we let <Sf .Md C <Si.Md be the 
set of £ G SiMd such that £ is not locally free at x. Note that SfMd is a 
P1-bundle over .M^, where M^_1 C A^d_i is the open subset of all locally 
free sheaves.  Let VQ be a general fiber of this bundle.  Then the inclusion 
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VQ C SfMd and the bundle SfMd -* M()
d_l induce a commutative diagram 

(4.1) 
0  * HiiVo)  > HiiSfMd)  ► HiiM0^)  » 0 

r(«0i = 1,2. 

0  > HiiVo)  >    HiiMa)    <     Hi{M%) 

In the following, whenever a space Z admits an obvious map Z —* Md, 
we will denote by Hi{Z)im the image of Hi(Z) -* Hi{Md)- 

Lemma 4.2. Let d > N and i = 1 or 2. T/ien the induced homomorphism 
Hi(JA®) —*■ Hi(Md) is injective and its image Hi(M^ym is a complement 

Proof. To show that Hi(Md) —»■ Hi(Md) is injective, we need to show that 

(4.2) Hi+1(Md) —» £ri+i(Mdl-MS) 

is surjective. Let j = 2, 3. Because Af^ is smooth, by Lemma 1.13 the above 
homomorphism is surjective if for any real 1-dimensional subset T C SiM,d 
the homomorphism 

(4.3) Hj {M0d U r) — Hj {M0d U T, M0d) 

is surjective. Let T C SiMa be such subset. By perturbing T slightly, we 
can assume the restriction to T of the map JJL : Si Md -+ X x Md_ ^ is one-to- 
one, where /* sends f to (supp(£v7£),£vv). Let F(r) = /i"1^^)). V(T) 
is a P1-bundle over T. Now we let Ny^ be a normal slice of Si Aid C A^^ 
along ^(r). By the excision of homology, 

HjiMl Ur,TWS) = HiiNv^Nvm - V{T)). 

Therefore (4.3) will be surjective if 

(4.4) ffi(JVv(T)) —^ ^(JVv(D, JVv(T) " ^(T)) 

is surjective. However, after shrinking iVy(T) if necessary Ny^ is a fiber 
bundle over T with fiber isomorphic to a tubular neighborhood of a (—l)- 
rational curve in a smooth surface, where / > 1, and that V(T) is the 
subbundle whose fiber consists of those (—Z)-rational curves in the fiber of 
Ny(T) —* T (see Lemma 1.10).   From this description, it is obvious that 
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(4.4) is surjective. This proves the the injectivity of Hi(Mj) —► Hi(Md) for 
i<2. 

We next show that Hi(Mj)im is a complement of i?i(Vo)irn. Based on 
the previous argument, it suffices to show that the composition Hi(Vo) —> 
Hi(A4d) —> Hi(M.dj'M^) is an isomorphism. When i = 1, this is obvious 
because both Hi(Vo) and Hi(Md^M^) are trivial. For i = 2, we have 
#2(^0) = Q and H2{Md^M^) = Q, since tSA^d is an irreducible divisor. 
The composition H2(Vo) —► H2(Md) —> H2(Mdi M^) is non-trivial because 
the intersection number of VQ with SMd in JM^ is —/ < 0 (see Lemma 1.10). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. □ 

We now define the homomorphism 

r(d - l)i : Hi (9tttf(J, d - 1)°) —> fli (^^(7, d)0),    i < 2. 

Let < = 1 or 2. Because ^(A^) = Hi{mH{I,df), to construct r(d- 1). it 
suffices to construct a homomorphism 

(4.5) H^M^) —> HiiM0*). 

Let f:Hi(Md) -* Hi(M%) be a homomorphism so that ker(/) = Hi(Vo)im 

and that the composition Hi(M^) —> Hi(A4d) —> ^(A^^) is the identity. 
This is possible because if^A^) —* Hi(Md) is injective and ii/i(A^2)im 

is a complement of i?i(Vb)im. Then using the diagram (4.1) we obtain a 
homomorphism as in (4.5) that is independent of the choice of /. This is 
the homomorphism mentioned in the introduction, which coincides with the 
homomorphism r(d — 1)^ introduced by Taubes. 

Corollary 4.3. Assume d > N and i < 2, then the homomorphism T(d — 
l)i is surjective if and only if the homomorphism 

(4.6) r(d)i : Hi(S?Md) —* fli(A4d) 

is surjective. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to prove the surjectivity of (4.6). 
As explained in the introduction, we shall prove this in two steps: The first 
step is to use the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem to prove the surjectivity of 

(4.7) HiiSMd) — fliCMd),    % < 2. 

The second step is to establish the surjectivity of 

(4.8) r(d)i : H^SfMd) —* Hi{Md),    % < 2 
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by carefully studying the inclusion SfMd C SMd- 
We now prove the surjectivity of (4.7). In the following, the index i will 

take value 1 or 2 unless otherwise is mentioned. We first remarlc that since 
SDJlH(I)d) C WlH(I)d) is a Cartier divisor and that the singular locus of 
9Jt#(/, d) has codimension at least 8, by Lemma 1.12 for any closed subset 
A C 9Jlff(/, d) of codimension at least 8 

(4.9)    Hi(mH(I,d)-A,SmH(I,d)-A)^Hi(mH(I1d),SWiH(I,d)). 

In particular Hi(MdlSMd) = Hi{^H{I,d),SmH(I,d)). Thus to prove 
the surjectivity of (4.7) it suffices to prove the vanishing of 

iJiptf(J,d),<S^(J,d)), 

which will be accomplished by first proving that 

(4.io)     fli(ci(3;),d(y) nsmHii.d)) —> tfiptf(/, d),smH{i,d)) 

is surjective and then proving 

(4.ii) Hi{d{y),c\{y)^smH{i,d)) = o, 

where y C VJIH (I, d) consists of all sheaves £ whose restriction to C is either 
non-locally free or unstable (See Lemma 1.7). The proof of the surjectivity 
of (4.10) is based on Lefschetz hyperplane theorem and (4.11) is by applying 
the vanishing of Hi(W, W n 59%(J,d))• 

We first prove that (4.10) is surjective. Let 

(4.12) tf: 3^(7,(0 >i* 

be the morphism constructed in lemma 1.7 and let V C P^ be the codi- 
mension 3<7 — 2 linear subspace such that ^~1(y) = cl(;y). For 6 > 0, we let 
yd c p# j^ ^Q ^-neighborhood of V C PR under the Fubini-Study metric 
and let d(y)6 = ^(V6) and ys = ^(V6) n 9Jlfr(/,d). Since fibers of 
^ can have large dimensions, we shall consider the restriction of \I/ to the 
open subset U C Md consisting of sheaves £ G Md such that £(£vv/£) < 4. 
U is smooth, the compliment of U in DJIH(7, d) has codimension at least 5, 
and that for any u £ U we have dim^r~1(*('u)) < 15. The later is true 
because for any rank 2 locally free sheaf £ the set of subsheaves J7 C £ with 
l^/J7) = 5 has dimension 15. Then by Lemma 1.12 

(4.13) HifrunSMdnW^+HiiMdiSMdny0) 
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Because the fibers of Sfr^u : U —» P^ have dimension at most 15 and U 
has pure dimension much bigger than 18, we can apply the stratified Morse 
theory technique (exactly the same as in the proof of theorem 4.1 on page 
195 of [GM]) to the map *|[/ to conclude that 

Hi(u ny6,un SMd n y6) —> H^U, U n SMd n y6) 

is surjective. Then by (4.13), 

(4.14) Hiiu n y6, u n SMd n y6) —► Hi(Mdj SMd n y6) 

is surjective. Now assuming 

(4.15) H^Md.SMddy6) —^H^M^SMd) 

is surjective, then the top line of the following commutative square 

Hi {u n y6, u n SMd n y6)   -^       Hi (Md, SMd) 

(4.16) j |a 

Hi(c\{yy,c\(y)6nsmH{i,d))  , j^p^c/^^SK^/,^) 

is surjective, then so does the bottom line. Finally, because this surjectivity 
holds for all 0 < 8 <C 1, and that 01(3^) and 5971^(7, d) are complete, by 
Proposition 4.A.1 on page 206 of [GM] we obtain the surjectivity of (4.10). 

It remains to show that (4.15) is surjective. Note that for i = 0, it is 
true because Md is irreducible and SMd is non-empty. We first consider 
the long exact sequence of homology of triple (SMd fl 3^, SMd,Md): 

(4.17) Hi(Md,SMdny*) —> Hi{Md,SMd) — Hi-xiSM^SMdny6). 

Clearly, (4.15) is surjective if Hj{SMd,SMd fl y
6) = 0 for j < 1, which 

we shall prove now. We first claim that for j < 1, Hj(SMd,SiMd) = 0. 
Ho = 0 because SiMd is dense in SMd following from the irreducibility of 
Md-i. For Hi, let /:([0,1],5[0,1]) —> (SMd,SiMd) be a continuous map. 
Since SiA4d is dense in SMd, we can assume without loss of generality 
that f~1{SMd — SiM,d) is a finite set, say {pi, • • • ,£>&}• Because iSA^d is 
a local complete intersection and the compliment of SiAid U S^M C SMd 

has codimension 2, by lemma 1.12 we can choose / so that the points f(pi) 
are all contained in S2Md. Let -Ri = S^Md and let R2 = S2Md — S^Md- 
Since Ri is irreducible and R2 is non-empty, by lemma 1.14 we can choose 
/ so that all f(pi) actually belong to R2.   On the other hand, because 
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SMd is locally irreducible at .R2, which will be proved in Lemma 4.7, we 
can perturb / within {J(Bs(f(pi)) HSMd) to obtain a representative /' 
of [/] whose image is contained in <Si.Md. Therefore, [/] = 0 and hence 
H^SMd-, SiMd) — 0. Combined with the long exact sequence of homology 
of triple {SiMd n y6^ SiMd, SMd), we see that 

a : HxfjSxMd,S1Md n y6) —> H^SM* SxMd n y5) 

is surjective and hence 

H^Md, s1Md n y6) -> H^SM* SMd n y6) 

is surjective since SiMd C cSjVld is dense. Therefore H\(SMd, SMd^y8) = 
Oif 

(4.18) #i(<SiM*,<SiM*ny) = 0. 

To prove the vanishing of (4.18), we will use the restriction of \I/ in (4.12) 
to SiMd'- 

*' : SiMd —> P* 

Because fibers of "$?' have dimension 1, we can apply theorem on page 153 of 
[GM] to conclude that Hi(SiMd,SiMdOy6) = 0. Hence ^1(5^,5^0 
y6) = 0. This completes the proof of the surjectivity of (4.10). 

We now show that (4.11) is trivial. First, because H is (/, d)-generic, the 
complement of Tin {I, d) in 9Kf/(I, d) has codimension at least lOg, because 
y—<S9Jt#(J, d) has pure codimension g+1 and is defined by 3g+2 equations, 
by Lemma 1.12 

m (y, y n SDJIH (/, <*)) —* fli (ci(y), ci(y) n 5M^( J, d)) 

is surjective. Let W C 3^ be the set of sheaves whose restriction to C 
is locally free. Since y — W C SdJlnil.d) is open in y, by excision of 
homology 

tf;(W, W n 5971^ (/, d)) ^ Hip, y n SWIH (/, d)). 

However, we know if^W, W fl <S9Jlif(/,d)) = 0 by Proposition 3.1. There- 
fore both Hi(y, ynSMd) and (4.11) vanish. This proves the vanishing of 
Hi(Md,SMd) and consequently the surjectivity of (4.7). 

Our next task is to prove the surjectivity of (4.8). 
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Proposition 4.4. Let HQ, HQ G C <E NSQ be fixed.  Then for the N given 
before, d > N and (HQ, I, d)-suitable H G C, the homomorphism 

rWnHiiSfMA—tHiiMd) 

is surjective for i < 2. 

Proof The statement for i = 0 follows from [GL,OGl]. The proof that r(d)i 
is surjective is similar and easier than that of r(d)2, which we shall prove in 
detail. Prom now on, we assume the proposition is true for i = 1. We remark 
that the result of Taubes explained in the introduction and diagram (4.1) 
implies that if r(d)i is surjective for large d, then r(d)i is an isomorphism 
for large d. Since SfMd -* M0

d_l is a P1 bundle, T(d)i is an isomorphism 
for large d implies that r{d)i is an isomorphism for large d, which implies 
further that H^S^Md^H^Ma). Here xi ± x* € X and S^X2Md 
consists of S in S$Md such that £vv/£ = 0Xl 0 0X2. 

We now show the surjectivity of r(d)2. Because H2(Md,SMd) = 0, 
H2(SMdym = H2(Md)> Hence Proposition 4.4 follows from the identities: 

(4.19) H2(SMd)hn = H2(S1Mdym] 

and 

(4.20) H2(S1Mdym = H2(SfMd)im. 

The difficulty in showing the first identity lies in the fact that SMd is 
not locally irreducible along S^Md- Thus H2(SiMd) —► H2(SMd) is not 
necessarily surjective. However, we shall show that their images in H2(Md) 
coincide. 

To this end, we need to introduce some spaces that will help us under- 
stand the geometry of the compliment of SiMd C SMd- The first space is 
Zi that is an algebraic space whose closed points are pairs 

{^i C ^2} : Fi G SMd and F2 € Md-i- 

We let 7r1
1, irf1 and TT^

1
 be maps from Zi to tSA^^, A^d-i and X respec- 

tively by sending {ft C ft} to ft G S-M^, ^2 G Md-i and supp(^:i/^r2) 
respectively. Note that Trf1 is one-to-one over (7r1

1)~1(SiMd)' The second 
space we need is the algebraic space consisting of filtrations {ft C ft C ft} 
such that ft G Md-i+i and (-{ft+i/ft) — 1. We denote this space by ^2. 
Similarly, we let TT^

2
 : Z2 —> iJi be the map sending {^i C ^2 C ^3} to 
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{Fi C ^2} and let TT^ 
2 :Z2 —> Md-i+i be the map sending filtrs.tions in Z2 

to the i-th term (i.e. Ti) of the filtrations. TT^ and 7T^2
2:Z2 —> X are pro- 

jections that send filtrations to supp^/^i) and supp(J*3/^:2) respectively. 
Before we proceed, let us first prove four technical lemmas. 

Lemma 4.5. Let S^Md C S2Md — S^Md be the subset consisting of w's 
so that (TTJ 

2
)~

1
(W) C Z2 are single point sets.  Then 

(4.21) dimfaMd - S%Md U S'2Md) < dimMd - 4. 

Proof. Let £ G ^A^^. (TI^ 
2)~l(£) is a point if and only if there is a unique 

filtration 
To C Ti C r2 - £vv/£ 

such that £(Tj/Tj-i) = 1 for jf = 1, 2. When £ ^ S®Md, the uniqueness of 
the above filtration is equivalent to (£vv/£) ® Op = Op for some p E X. 
Hence S2Md — S^Md U ^Al^ consists of £ such that £ is the kernel of 
£vv -> Of2 for some x G X. Therefore S^M* is dense in ^Al^ - 5^d 
and thus (4.21) follows from codim(<S2.A/fd) = 2. □ 

Lemma 4.6. Zi and Z2 are locally irreducible. 

Proof. We will prove the second statement and leave the first to the readers. 
Consider the map p = 7r^1 x 7r%-2 x irf2 : Z2 —> X x X x Ald_2. It is 
obvious that the fibers of p over (X x X — A) x A'f [j_2 is isomorphic to 
P1 x P1, where A is the diagonal in X x X. Since (X x X - A) x A^^-i is 
smooth, ^2 will be locally irreducible at £ G i% if for each £' in an analytic 
neighborhood of £ G ^2 there is a deformation ^ of £' in Z2 such that 
£>(££) G (X x X — A) x M^_2 for general t. Such deformation always exist 
because of Proposition 6.3 in [Li2] and that M^_2 C Md-2 is dense. This 
shows that Z2 is locally irreducible. □ 

Lemma 4.7.  The algebraic set SMd is locally irreducible along S2Md — 
S%Md- 

Proof. Consider Zi and the projection 7^ 1 :Zi —> SMd- Clearly, T:1 
1
(ZI) = 

SMd- Because fibers of vrf1 over S2Md — S^Md are connected, SMd is 
locally irreducible there since Zi is locally irreducible. This proves of the 
Lemma. □ 
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Let S^M C S3M be the set of sheaves S such that £((£vw/£)x) < 2 and 
(£vsy/£)x ¥Ox®Ox for all x 6 X. 

Lemma 4.8. Let T G SiMd U S^M.^ be any sheaf and let S^) be the set 
of all sheaves £ such that £y ^ ^v and e{(£vv/£)x) = t((FwylF)x) for 
each x e X. Then 

(1) Hi(S(F))im C fli(Vo)im, where i = 1 or 2 and VQ = S{£) for some 
£ e S^d; 

(2) There is a deformation retract neighborhood U of 5(Jr) C Md such 
thatH1(U-SMd) = 0. 

Proof We first introduce set similar to Z2 that is a desingularization of 
S(!F) as topological space. Let £Q be any sheaf and let x € X be a point 
such that £0 is locally free at x. We let i?i(x, £0) be the set of all filtrations 
£1 C £0 such that £o/£i = Ox, and let i?2(^5 £0) be the set of all filtrations 
£2 C £1 C £0 such that £i/£i+i = CV Let 7r2i : R2 -^ Ri be the map 
sending £2 C £1 C £0 to £1 C £o- Obviously, Ri(x,£0) = P1 and for any 
* £ i?i(a;,£o), ^21 (z) - p2- Thus ^2(^fo) is a P2-bundle over P1. Hence, 
R2(x,£o) is simply connected and H2(R2(x,£o)) = Qe2- Now we prove (1) 
of the lemma. We will prove the case where J7 G S2Md — S^Md and leave 
the remainder cases to readers. Let !F G S2Md — S^Md and let x G X 
be the support of ^vv'/F. Let £0 = ^rVV and let p: R^ix, £0) -> ^(J7) be 
the map sending £2 C £1 C £Q to £2. Then p maps i?2(^5£o) onto S^). 
Let ty G S(!F) be the sheaf that is the kernel of £0 —> Of2. Then p is one- 
to-one away from Z = P21(u') and z■ - ■pl- Hence ifi(i?2) -^ H^S^)) 
is an isomorphism and p* : H2(R2{x,£o)) —> H2(S(Jr)) is surjective whose 
kernel contains [Z]. Thus dim^^C^)) < 1. On the other hand, il2(Vb)im 

is one dimensional and is obviously contained in H2(S(Jr))im. Therefore, 
H2(S(T)ym = H2(Vo)im. This proves (1) of the lemma. 

Now we prove (2) of the lemma. Let J7 G S2Md U Sf
3Md be any sheaf 

and let U be a deformation retract neighborhood of S^) G Md- Since 
H^S^)) = 0, Hi(U). = 0. Because of the long exact sequence 

—► if2(C/, ?7 - <SA4d) —> iJi(C/ - 5A<d) —► ffi(J7) = 0, 

it suffices to show that 112(17, U — SMd) = 0. Now let £ be any element in 
H2(U, U — 5^4^) represented by a cycle (D, 9D) —> (17,17 — SMd)- Since 
t/ is smooth and since codim^A^ U ^^A^d) > 2, we can assume without 
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loss of generality that D fl SMd C SiMd- Further, since S(J
U

) is a de- 
formation retract of U, we can assume D fl SiMd is close to 5(F) so that 
if {^i, • • • J^} = 2? n 5iA4d then S{Fi) C 27. Therefore if we let Ui be 
neighborhood of S,(^) C C/, the element £ will belong to the image of 

®kH2{Uil Ui - SMd) —► i?2(^ 17 - 5Md). 

However because ^ G 5iA^rf, by Lemma 1.10 we can choose Ui so that 
Hi{Ui, Ui-SMd) = 0. Therefore £ = 0 and hence H^U-SMd) = 0. This 
proves 2) of the lemma. □ 

Now we prove (4.19). Let £ G H2(SMd) be any element. Since Md 
is smooth and SjWd is Cartier, by Lemma 1.12 and 1.13, we can find a 
Riemann surface S with 9E = 0 and a continuous map /: S —► <SjMd such 
that the cycle [/(£)] is a multiple of £ and that 
(4.22): f(Tl)GS1MdUS^MdUS/

2MdUS^Md, f-l(S%Md) is at most real 
1-dimensional and f^^^Md US^Md) is discrete. 
(Recall S^M is defined in Lemma 4.5.) Now let R = f-l{S%Md U <S^d U 
S^Md)- R C £ is closed. Without loss of generality, we can assume i? 
is piecewise smooth. By our assumption on /, R can be expressed as a 
disjoint union Ri U i?2, where i?i is a 1-chain and R2 is discrete. We let S 
be the Riemann surface with boundary obtained by cutting E along i?i. Let 
77: 5 —> E be the projection. Because ^ 1 : >Ei —> <S.Md is one-to-one over 
/(£ - #1 U ife), fe-RiUfr lifts to a 

^ extends to g:S —> Zi because Trf1 is finite over /(E), since (4.22). Next, 
let B = (vrf1 og)~1(S^Md) DdS. B is discrete and B cuts dS into 1-chains 
7i, • • • ,/A;. Because each fiber of TT^ : Z2 —> -2I over the interior of g(Ii) 
consists of single point, we can lift g^. : li —> Zi to g^. : Yii h —* ^2 such 

that g\i. = TT^ o ^|j.. Let JJ/^ be the disjoint union of U and 1? = ]J[P|/i- 
Then we have the following diagram: 

U li —L—+   S   ^U     E 

(4.23) 

TV22 Zl 

Z2   ^^ ^ -^-^ SMd^ 

Before going into details, let us first explain the strategy we will use. 
We will see that Lemma 4.8 implies that (4.19) does hold if we can find a 
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representative /: E —> SMd of any £ G H2{SMd) that satisfies (4.22) and 
f~1(S2A4d U iSf A^rf) is discrete. Such choice of / is not obvious since SMd 
is not locally irreducible along the codimension 1 subset S^Md C SMd- 
Our solution is to utilize the fact that Zi is locally irreducible. We first find 
a chain g(S) C Zi covering /(£) as in (4.23). Since g(S) may not be closed, 
we need to find a 2-chain T C Zi to close 5, i.e. d{T + iS) = 0. In our 
case, we will choose a 2-chain T C Z2 so that its image T in Si will have 
dT = —OS. This way, we obtain a decomposition 

(4.24) ^=lg{T + s)}-[^(f)}. 

Since T+S C Si is closed and Zi is locally irreducible, we can perturb T+S 
to a new cycle A^ C Zi so that with Ai = Trf1^), [Ai] = [5(5 + T)] and 
Ai - SiMd is discrete so [J4I] G ^(^lA^d)"11 by Lemma 4.8. As to A2 = 
7rf2(T) C 52^^ U ^A^d? by choosing f C Z2 generic we can assume A2 — 
S^Md is discrete. Then we can show, by perturbing A2 and using Lemma 
4.8, that [A2] e H2{S%Mdym. Thus (4.19) follows from H2(S%Md)im C 
H2{SlMdym. 

Now we continue our search of the desired representative of £. We first 
show how to find the chain T C Z2 such that ^Z

2(T) + S is closed. Since 
^(iQii) C S is a closed chain, ^QjeWi) = 0. Then we can index Udli to 
be PiiPi,... iPmiPm suct ^at ^(p^") = ^(pj") = PJ ^ ®S. We claim that 
for each j we can find a path Aj C S2 such that dAj = —p^ + p7 and 

7r^(Aj) = 0 as chain. Indeed, since (vrf1 og)(pj) e S^Md, it associates to a 
sheaf £ such that £ is the kernel of £vv —> C^ 0 C?x+ © Oa?,. By rearranging 
the index of £*'s, we can assume g(pj) corresponds to the filtration {£ C £1}, 
where £i/£ = Oxo, and g(pf) corresponds to the filtration {£ C £1 C £±}, 
where £i/£± = Ox±> We now fix a smooth path pj : [0,1] —> X connecting 
x- and #+ that is contained in a smooth affine curve D C X disjoint from 
XQ. We fix a trivialization (£I

V
)\D — OD © Oj9 such that £1 is the kernel of 

£ivv -> (£IVV)|D = oD © OD -^ OD - ox+ © a 

We then let r/jj : [0,1] x [0,1] —»> D x D be the map sending (r, s) to 
(pj(r),pj(sj). Associated to each w = (tui, ^2) £ Dx D we have a filtration 
of sheaves 

[^"liu = {-T7!,™ C ^^ C J^S,™} € S2, 

where ^s,^ is the kernel of the surjective composite 

(4.25) sr —> (er)\D ^oD-*a wn 
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^2,10 is the kernel of the above surjective composite with 0Wl replaced by 
O^w), where 7r(w) C D is the subscheme corresponding to the image of w 
via TT : D x D —> Hilb2(D) and J7^ is the sheaf so that J7^ —* ^w is 
isomorphic to £ —> £1 away from £). (i.e. fyw/Fiw — ^o-) We denote the 
map iy i-> [^J^ by ipj, where w £ D x D. Now let J be the anti-diagonal: 
{r + s = 1} C [0,1] x [0,1] and let Aj = <PjOij)j(J) C Sfa. Aj is a 1-chain with 
dAj = — pt +pj, with appropriate orientation. Since 7r(J) = 0 as 1-chain 

in Hilb2(£>), ir%(Aj) = 0 as chain. Therefore 

t=l j=l 

is closed and as chain 7rz
2(r) = g(dS). 

Lemma 4.9.  There is a 2-chain T  C   Z2  such that dT  =■   —V,   that 

7rf2(T) C S2Md U S'3Md and 7rf2(T) n S$Md is discrete. 

Proof. As chains, 

di** o ^(5)) = vrf o 5(95) = Trf o TTJ(T). 

Thus TT^
1
 o 7rfj(r) represents the trivial class in Hi(X). Because TT^ = 

^I1 0 ^Ii' kfiCr)] = 0 in Hi(X). We claim [7r|22(r)] is also trivial in 
Hi(X). To prove this we first rearrange indices of Ji, • • • , Ik to /f1, • • • , If1 

such that ^(Z^) = —ri(If). This is possible because r](dS) = 0, at least after 
we subdivide those chains having 77(ii) = 0. Next, we let Ai t^e those if 
such that Img(Ii~) = 1mg(If) (which means that we do not need to cut E 
along li in order to get the lifting g) and let A2 be the remainder J;'s. Note 
that for i e Ai, gilf) = —g(I^), which implies #(//") = —</(/,"). Then we 
have the following identities of chains: 

*f2og(I+) + irf2o~g(l7) = 0,    if if € Ai; 

Trflo^J^^-TT^o^),    ifjfGA2. 

The second identity holds because for any z G S^A^d an<^ (7ri2)~1(;2;) =: 

{$1^2} we have TT^^I) = 7r^2
2(^2). As to the 1-chains Ai, •■ • • .Am we 

added on, the class 
m 

(4.26) [TrfKj^)] € #!(*) 
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certainly depends on the choices of paths pj. However, since path pj can be 
chosen arbitrary so long as its end points are as prescribed, we can assume 
without loss of generality that (4.26) is indeed trivial. Therefore we have 

(4.27) [** (T)] = -brf^r)] = 0 € ^{X). 

Now we consider the projection 7^2 :Z2 —> Md-2 that sends Fi C ^2 C 
^3 to Tz- Because Md-2 is smooth and Z2 is locally irreducible, we can 
perturb r to V C Z2 such that Trf2^7) C MQ

d_2. Let Ti be the 2-chain in Z2 
so that dTi = V—Y. By choosing T! close to Y and Ti in general position, we 
can make Ti-r C {^Y^S^Md) since T C {^^^Md^Md) andZ2 
is locally irreducible. (See proof of Lemma 1.13.) Let X = (/7r^2)_1(A/f2_2). 

It is easy to check that fibers of X over Md_2 x X x X (via 7^2 x TT^Q X 7r^2
2) 

are connected and have trivial first homology groups. By Leray spectral 
sequence, Hi(X) is isomorphic to Hi(Md_2 x X x X). Because of (4.27), 
for any pair of distinct points (xi, #2) € XxX there is a 1-cycle F" contained 
in 

(7r|21X7r|2
2)-

1(a:i,x2)cA'C^2 

such that F" is homologous to T' in X, via T2 C X. Because 7rf2(Yf/) C 
SZlX2Md and Trf2^") is the boundary of 7rf2(Ti + T2) C SMd (note 
that Trf1^^)) = 0 as chain), [7rf2(r")] G H^S^Md) is contained in 
the kernel of h : iTj^S^^Ald) ~~* Hi(Md)- By the induction hypothesis, 
h is an isomorphism, hence [Trf2^")] = 0 E Hi(S%lX2Md)i and hence 
[F'] = 0 G iTi^Trf2)-1^1*2^)). Therefore, we can find a 2-chain 

T3 C (^f2)-l(S^X2Md) such that ^T = -L". By construction, the 2- 
chain T = Ti + T2 + T3 satisfies the condition required in the lemma, since 
^^(X) C S2M.d- This completes the proof of the lemma. □ 

Continuation of the proof of (4.19). Let T C Z2 be the chain just con- 
structed. We let Bi = g(S) + 7rg(r) and £2 = 7rf2(r), as chains 
in 2i and S2Md U «S3Al^ respectively. By our construction, <9.Bi = 0, 
Trf^JBi) C «SiA^d U 52^^ U 5^d and Trf^Bi) - 5iJWd U <S^Ald is dis- 
crete. For £2? we also have dB2 = 0 and that B2 — S2Md C ^JM^ is 
discrete. Let ui be the image of [B^\ under H2(Zi) —*• H2(SMd) and ^2 
be [£2] G H2{SMd)> Clearly, the cycle £ G H2{SMd) we begin with has a 
decomposition £ = ui +112. 

We now show that uf G #2(SiA^)im and 4m G ^(^fMd)im C 
H2{SiMd), where ^m is the image of ^ in #2(Aid)- We first prove 
uf1 G ^(^lA^d)1"1. We take the representative Bi C Zi. By perturb- 
ing Bi C >2i, we can assume 71^ 1(Bi) — SiMd is finite and is contained in 
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S2Md U ^3Md, since Zi is locally irreducible. Now consider the projection 

TT = Trf1 x Trf1 : ^i —► X x Ald_i. 

Clearly, ^{B^-XxM^^ is discrete. Let {(rri^i), • • • , (a^-Fj)} = 7r(jBi)- 
X x -M^-i and let 5(Fi) C SMd-i be the closed subset defined before, (i.e. 
SiTi) consists oiS such that 5V ^ F/ and e((£vv/£)x) = l{{J^yl^x) for 
each x € X.) By Lemma 4.8, there is a deformation retract neighborhood Ui 
of {rr*} x S'^) C X x JWd-i such that H^Ui-XxSMd-i) = 0. Therefore 
by Mayer-Vietoris sequence 

[Si] e ^(TT-HX x Mg.!)) © ©'ffefa-1^)) 

and hence 

(4.28) < € if2(<5iMd)im © ©/fr2(7rf1(7r-1(^)))im. 

Since Ui is a deformation retract of {xi} x 5(Fi) and Zi —> X x Md-i is 
proper, 

^(Trf^Tr-1^)))1"1 = ^(Trf^Tr-1^} x 5(^))))im. 

However, ^ 1(/7r~1({^} x 5(Fi))) is exactly S'(Fi) for any Fi in this set. 
Therefore because Fi £ c^A^d U ^^A^^ and Lemma 4.8, the right; hand side 
of (4.28) is contained in #2(<Si.Md)im. This shows that uf1 G #i(<Si.Md)im. 

Next, we study the class U2- To do this, we need to introduce a new 
set similar to Zi. We let Z3 be the set of filtrations Fi C ^2 such that 
^i € ^A^d U ^A^d and £(^2/^1) = 2. The obvious map 7rf3 s(mding any 
filtration to its first factor is a map from Z3 to S2Md U^A^d. T?! 

3 is finite 
over ^A^^U^A^d) and is one-to-one over S2Md> Let B2 C ^A^U^S^Ald 
be the closed chain representing i^- We know B2r\Sf

3Md is finite. Therefore 
because irf3 is finite, which is true based on our choice of S'3Md before 
Lemma 4.8, we can find a closed 2-chain B2 C Z3 such that 7r1

3(B2) = B2. 
Finally, because (^^(S^Md) is locally irreducible, which can be proved 
similar to that of >Ei, we can perturb B2 so that 71^ 3(-B2) — S^Md is finite. 
We now show U2 G i?2(<5iA4d)im. Let 

(4.29) TT : Zz —v S2X x Md-2 

be the map sending ^1 C ^2 to {supp^/^i?^}- By Lemma 4.8, fibers of 
TT over S'2X x M0

d_l are simply connected. Hence similar to the discussion 
concerning (4.27), 

4- = [B2r € Jff2(7r-1((52X - A) x MS_2))im © (©tf2(S(^))im), 
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where the summation runs over all possible Fi G 7r1
3(52) — S^Md- 

By Lemma 4.8, the last factor is contained in H2(SiMd)im' Because 
TT-^OS

2
* - A) x M*d_2) = S%Md> 4m will belong to H2{SiMd)im if 

H2{S»Md)™ C Hz^Md)™. 
In the following, we will show 

(4.30) 
H2{SiMd)im C H2{StMdy

m   and   iI2(«S2
0^d)im C i?2(«5f/4d)im. 

In particular this will imply that both u1™ and u1™ and then ^im are in 
i^OSf M)im. We will prove the first inclusion and leave the proof of the sec- 
ond inclusion to the readers. We need to show that for any 77 6 ^{SiAid), 
we can find £ G H2{SfMd) such that rjim = £im in JEfeCMi). Since SxMd 
is a P1-bundle over X x .M^-i with projection TT, we have the following 
commutative diagram (of exact sequences) 

0  > ^(P1)  ► HitSxMd) -^ H2{X x M0^)  ^ 0 

\P 

0  > ^(P1)  > H2(S?Md) -^     H2(M0
d_l)       ► 0. 

Clearly, /3 factor through HQ(X) ® ^(^.x) C ^(X x .M^-i), according 
to the Kunneth decomposition 

if2(X x Md.x) = ffeC-MS-i) © ^1W ® ffi(MS-i) © ^2(X). 

Now we consider the case where a*(r)) 6 Hi(X) ® ^(A^^-i)- We choose a 
ball B C X containing x and a compact 5 C Md-i SUC':1 *':ia* 

(4.31) a:
1(Hl(X)®Hl(M

0
d_i)ym C tf2(Ws)im, 

where Wfi- is the set of S G Si Md such that S is a subsheaf of some J7 € S 
such that supp(,F/£) fl B = 0. Because #i(<Sf A^d_i) -♦ fri(Ald-i) is 
an isomorphism, by induction hypothesis, we can replace S by a set S/ C 
SfMd-i and still have (4.31) with S replaced by S'. Note that Wp C 
iS^A^d. Now let S^Md be the set of all sheaves £ G S^Md such that 
£{{£VS//S)X) = 1. Then <Sf .Md is a smooth divisor of SfMd U 5f A^d, and 
further for any w G S^Md there is a neighborhood [/ of w G <Sf .M^USf Aid 
such that Hi{U — S^Md) = 0, following the proof of Lemma 1.10. Therefore 
similar to the argument after (4.28) 

H2{Ws>)im C H2(Sf Mym 0 H2(Vo)hn C ff2(5f A^d)im. 
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Therefore the left hand side of (4.31) is contained in ^(Sf Md)im* The case 
where a~1[H2(X)ym c ^(Sf jM^)im can be proved similarly. We will omit 
the proof here. This proves (4.19) and (4.20). 

Now we are ready to prove the main theorems. Let HQ be any ample 
divisor, let HQ G C <<= NS^ be a precompact neighborhood of HQ E NSQ and 
let AT be a sufficiently large constant given before. Then for any H E C and 
d > N, Hi(9JlH(I,d)0) is isomorphic to ^(971^(7, d)0) (i < 2 here and in 
the later discussion). However, for d > N and (i?o, 7, <i)-suitable iJ E C, by 
theorem 4.1 

Hi (mH{i, d)0, Q) —»Hi (mH(i, d +1)0, Q) 

is surjective. Therefore, 

HiimHoii^Q) —^^(oji^0(/,rf + i)0,Q) 

is surjective for all d > N. Since Hi(%JlH0(I, d)0) are linear spaces, the above 
chain of homomorphisms has to stabilize at finite steps. Namely, for some 
Ni > TV, it is an isomorphism for all d > Ni. Further, combined with the 
work of [Ta] (see (0.3) and (0.4)), we can find N2 so that for d > A^, 

ffi(a«^0(J,d)0,Q) ^^(fi(Pd)*,Q). 

This proves theorem 0.1. For theorem 0.2, we simply apply the above iso- 
morphism to the fact 

dimH^BiPd)*) = 61 and dim#2(i3(Pd)*) = 62 + 561(61 - 1), 

where 6* = dimHi(X) (see page 181-182 of [DK]4). Finally, by the proof 
of lemma 4.3, /ii(9Jt/foCM)) = hi{mHo(I,d)0i and /^(SWfTo^^) = 
h2(9JlHo(I, d)0)+l because <S9Jtif0(/, 0?) C 9Jt#0(/, d) is an irreducible Cartier 
divisor. This proves theorem 0.3. 
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